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Abstract 

 The phenomenon of hip-hop began as a local musical practice in New York in the 

1970s and from that local practice developed into a formally recognized musical genre, 

and furthermore, into a viable and distinct culture – a way of life – in its own right.  Hip-

hop has expanded its formerly narrowly-defined demographics and indoctrinated a broad 

cultural diversity of contributing artists to become a truly global musical and cultural 

phenomenon.  Hip-hop culture is signaled, enacted, and expressed fundamentally through 

rapping, deejaying, graffiti, and dance.  It was designed to accommodate and support dual 

identities for its practitioners, through both an acquired identity of affiliation within hip-

hop and an identity of affiliation within the locale in which they develop and operate.  

The members of the Tucson, AZ hip-hop community, the subjects of this study, claim 

that what defines Tucson’s hip-hop is not how it sounds, but how it is used within the 

local hip-hop community as well as within the greater Tucson community.  This study 

examines the relationships, symmetrical and asymmetrical, that exist between hip-hop 

and Tucson.  Furthermore, I demonstrate how hip-hop deejays in Tucson serve a pivotal 

role in connecting the local hip-hop community to the greater Tucson community.  Their 

idea of a hip-hop identity is fluid; therefore, through adaptable performance practice, they 

can achieve different aims at different times to satisfy different target audiences.  

Ultimately, what is most vital to their success, and by extension that of the hip-hop 

community in Tucson, in general, are their multipronged efforts to establish and maintain 

a strong sense of community through education, collaboration, and support of their fellow 

artists. 
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Introduction 

 The phenomenon of hip-hop1 began as a local musical practice in New York in 

the 1970s, and from that local practice the genre developed into a formally recognized 

musical genre and furthermore, into a viable and distinct culture — a way of life — in its 

own right.  Within this culture are distinct musical “enclaves” that function as social 

moieties which can simultaneously define and transcend specific geographic locations.  

Hip-hop has expanded its formerly narrowly-defined demographics and indoctrinated a 

broad cadre of culturally diverse contributing artists to become a truly global musical and 

cultural phenomenon.  

 Hip-hop began as a party movement for youth culture.  DJ Kool Herc’s back-to-

school party on August 11, 1973 is considered the birthplace of hip-hop.2 Prior to this 

party, Kool Herc realized that the majority of the youth that he deejayed for wanted to 

dance to the instrumental sections of songs, or “the breaks.”  The August 11 party was the 

first time that he emphasized the breaks by dropping the needle of a turntable directly on 

the instrumental portion of a vinyl instead of playing full songs, creating a new way to 

listen to old records.  Kool Herc’s new style of deejaying, his massive speaker system, 

and his collection of records transformed his parties into a movement.3  Since “dance has 

always played an integral part in the development of African American music 

                                                 
1 Hip-hop is spelled both with and without a hyphen.  Although I will use the term with the 

hyphen, when using direct quotations throughout this study, I will let the quoted author’s preference stand. 

 
2 Jeff Chang, “How Hip-Hop Got Its Name,” https://medium.com/cuepoint/how-hip-hop-got-its-

name-a3529fa4fbf1.  Accessed September 15, 2017. 

  
3 Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (New York: Picador, 

2005), 83. 
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tradition[s],”4 it was not long before dancers developed new moves specifically designed 

to complement this new way of “remixing” records.  This new style of dance became 

known as breakdancing.  Prior to Kool Herc and his parties, the Bronx was extremely 

gang-centric.  Other founders of hip-hop, such as Grandmaster Flash and Afrika 

Bambaataa credit Herc’s parties as integral in transforming the Bronx into a party-centric 

place for the youth that lived there.5  Herc’s parties were safe havens from gang activities 

that up until that time had so marred the community.  Kool Herc’s approach to deejaying 

and his influence on the Bronx created a standard which would become the musical 

elements of hip-hop. 

 While Kool Herc placed his focus on the instrumental breaks of a record, he still 

never physically touched a vinyl and the method he utilized to find the breaks was less 

than ideal.  Herc would look at the vinyl and drop the needle on the point in which he 

thought the break would start.  Because of this method, he was able to only play the 

breaks exactly as recorded from the record.  It could not be extended or manipulated in 

any way.  Soon after, a deejay named Grandmaster Flash became the first person to 

manipulate the vinyl by physically touching it with his hands.6  Using two copies of the 

same record, Flash could play the break on one record, cue up the other record, and by 

switching turntables, restart the break as many times as desired. This development, called 

the merry-go-round technique, extended the breaks of records to last as long as the 

deejays wanted as well as allowing them to choose segments of breaks to loop.  Soon 

                                                 
4 Amir Said, The Art of Sampling: The Sampling Tradition of Hip Hop/Rap Music Copyright Law, 

2nd ed. (New York: SuperChamp Books, 2015), 17.  
 
5 Chang, “How Hip-Hop Got Its Name.” 

 
6 Said, The Art of Sampling, 19. 
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after, Afrika Bambaataa applied the techniques of Kool Herc and Grandmaster Flash to 

his eccentric collection of music.  By 1977, the Bronx was divided by three deejays, Kool 

Herc, Grandmaster Flash, and Bambaataa.7 

 As deejaying became more complex, emcee or MC duties were given to someone 

else.  The original purpose of the MC was to give information to party-goers, such as 

“don’t park on _______ street.”  It soon morphed into a call-and-response with crowds 

that worked in clever word-play and rhymes, but the primary focus of the parties was still 

on the deejays.  The original MC, Coke La Rock, served as Kool Herc’s MC for his 

parties.  The combination of increasingly complex deejaying and more elaborate rhyming 

and MCing started to gain grass-roots popularity which transitioned into a commercial 

commodity. 

 The popularity of hip-hop in the Bronx led Sylvia Robinson to attempt to 

commercialize hip-hop and present it to a wider audience.  The Sugar Hill Gang recorded 

“Rapper’s Delight” which was produced by Sylvia Robinson in 1979.  This was the first 

track that brought rap to a national audience.8  While “Rapper’s Delight” popularized rap 

in the mainstream, many of the participants of hip-hop consider it inauthentic since the 

Sugar Hill Gang used a live band rather than a DJ.  The first “true” debut of hip-hop was 

in 1982 when Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five released “The Message,” which 

included rap and deejaying.  One year later, Herbie Hancock utilized scratching, or the 

rhythmic movement of a record, on his track “Rockit.”  Multiple deejays were introduced 

                                                 
7 Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, 83. 

 
8 Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America (Middletown, 

CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1994), 39. 
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to deejaying and scratching from this track and its music video.  By 1986, hip-hop 

flooded pop culture with Run DMC and Aerosmith’s crossover hit “Walk This Way.”9  It 

was during the 1980s that hip-hop was introduced to international audiences and since 

that time it has remained influential at local, national, and international levels. 

 Hip-hop culture is indicated, enacted, and expressed fundamentally through song 

lyrics (predominantly but by no means exclusively “rap” or spoken rhythmic lyrics), 

deejaying, graffiti, and dance.  Many scholars have addressed the significance of hip-hop 

within communities through analyses of lyrical content and political expression.10  From 

its inception, hip-hop was designed to accommodate and support dual identities for its 

practitioners, through both an acquired identity within the genre (i.e., performance 

pseudonyms, or “tags,” “crew” affiliation, and “fresh” or “old school,” etc.) and an 

association with the locale where it developed and operated (i.e., “uptown,” “west coast 

versus east coast,” etc.).  Tricia Rose tackles issues of culture-making in a fully 

commodified society and explores identities (hip-hop identity, masculine and feminine 

identities, etc.).  Her work examines the ideas of appropriation of black culture, 

specifically rap and hip-hop, to accommodate peoples on a global level.11  The value of 

hip-hop lies in this fact, that it creates a globalized local culture that resonates within 

people no matter where they come from.  While her work focuses mostly on the national 

                                                 
9 Alain-Philippe Durand, “Lecture 1: The Origins of Hip-Hop Culture and its Technical Aspects 

(Part 1),” (Lecture, University of Arizona, Tucson, December 17, 2017). 

  
10 See Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, Nelson George, Hip Hop America (New York, NY: 

Penguin Books, 1998), Eric Charry, Hip Hop Africa: New African Music in a Globalizing World 

(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2012), Christopher M. Jones, “Hip-Hop Quebec: Self and 

Synthesis” Popular Music and Society 34, no. 2 (April 2011): 177-202, and Jared Ball, I Mix What I Like: 

A Mixtape Manifesto (Oakland, CA: AK Press, 2005).  

 
11 Tricia Rose, Black Noise. 
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and international music industry and its control of media, her insights can be applied on a 

local level to highlight how important location is for hip-hop artists to establish 

credibility, authenticity, and a geographical sense of belonging that resonates with people 

both within and outside of their immediate community.  

 The collective global community that supports hip-hop culture through the four 

main hip-hop elements creates a nation of hip-hop. Overall, this hip-hop nation is an 

imagined community because, to use Benedict Anderson’s definition, “members of even 

the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even 

hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion.”12  The Hip-

Hop Nation also exemplifies anthropologist Katherine Verdery’s definition of a national 

identity.  A national identity is two-fold, “the individual sense of national [identity and 

an] identity of collective whole in relation to others of like kind.”13  French Philosopher 

Etienne Balibar describes national identity formation as processes of an internal 

collective personality that “inhabit the space of state as a place that has always been and 

[will] always be home.”14  By addressing identity formation, within and outside 

boundaries or borders, hip-hop practitioners see hip-hop as a secondary nation in which 

practitioners of hip-hop can find a “home” regardless of their host national identity.  By 

establishing a global Hip-Hop Nation, we recognize the far-reaching influence on hip-hop 

                                                 
12 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 

Nationalism, 2nd ed. (London: Verso, 1991), 6. 

  
13 Katherine Verdery, “Whither ‘Nation’ and ‘Nationalism’?” Daedalus 122, no. 3 Reconstructing 

Nations and States (Summer, 1993): 40. 

 
14 Etienne Balibar, “The Nation Form: History and Ideology,” in Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous 

Identities, eds. Etienne Balibar and Immanuel Wallerstein (New York: Verso, 1991), 96. 
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and understand that each city, community, and practitioner, no matter how remote their 

physical location may be, is a part of something larger. 

 When thinking about hip-hop, the places that are typically cited and revered as 

relating to hip-hop are identified not only by their physical location but also by the 

distinct performance practices exhibited there.  The originators in the Bronx and their 

lyrical flexibility are representative of the East Coast.15  The rise of the G-Funk and 

Gangsta rap in places such as Compton, CA are characteristics of the West Coast.16  The 

heavy use of the 808-synthesizer is typical in Miami Bass Sound.17  The fast delivery and 

slang associated with artists from Atlanta and New Orleans typify the Dirty South.18  

These places have all created unique stylistic and regional inflections within the broader 

genre of hip-hop.  Even globally, the combination of stylistic and regional inflections 

defines subgenres and/or classifications of hip-hop.  

Tucson’s hip-hop is characterized by its members by how hip-hop is used within 

the local hip-hop and greater Tucson communities. The members of the Tucson hip-hop 

community, however, claim that what defines Tucson’s hip-hop is not how it sounds, but 

                                                 
15 East Coast hip-hop is known for the initial origins of hip-hop with artists such as Kool Herc, 

Grandmaster Flash, Afrika Bambaataa, Kurtis Blow and Run DMC.  Later, verbal dexterity became one of 

the stylistic features of East Coast hip-hop with artists and groups like Eric B. & Rakim, Boogie Down 

Productions, Big Daddy Kane, and Nas solidifying the lyrical distinguishing factor.   

 
16 West Coast hip-hop is exemplified by the subgenre G-Funk or “Gangsta Funk” and Gansta rap.  

G-funk is characterized by a laid-back feeling that is reminiscent of 1970s funk music.  Lyrical delivery 

was smooth and with a heavier bass sound than its East Coast counterpart.  Gangsta rap, also known as 

reality rap, is known for lyrical content recalling stories, real or glamorized, about life on the streets that 

includes brutality, violence, and hustling (dealing drugs).  Artists and groups that represent the West Coast 

are Ice-T, Snoop Dogg, N.W.A., Dr. Dre, and Too $hort. 

 
17 Miami Bass originated in Southern Florida which is characterized by a distinctive Roland TR-

808 synthesizer bass sounds with artists and groups like 2 Live Crew and Trick Daddy. 

 
18 New Orleans and Atlanta are hubs of the Dirty South which are characterized by a rhythmic 

free-flow and use of southern black vernacular expressions.  Artists and groups that exemplify the Dirty 

South are Goodie Mob, The Hot Boys, OutKast, and Ludacris. 
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rather how it is used within the local hip-hop and greater Tucson communities.   While 

some claim a regional “southwest” flare, an overall characteristic of Tucson Hip-Hop is a 

fragmenting effect, as further discussed in chapter four, that results from the prevalence 

of transplanted artists who have come to Tucson from cities and countries around the 

world.  While the majority of this project examines the inclusive nature of the Tucson 

hip-hop community members, there are cases of inadvertent fragmentation in order to 

create a mass appeal of acceptance into the Tucson community.  The three main cases of 

fragmentation are based upon the sound of the music, censorship at performances, and 

the lowered threshold of technological capabilities.  Two institutions that influence the 

hip-hop scene in Tucson are the U.S. military, due to the proximity of Davis-Monthan 

Air Force Base and Fort Huachuca in Sierra Vista, and the University of Arizona.  From 

these focal points, waves of people enter the Tucson community and bring with them 

their “home” style of hip-hop.  It is hip-hop that has become a common bond between 

these individuals and a means by which they initiate relationships with one another.  Hip-

hop is used in various ways within the city.  Examples of different uses include the 

presentations of hip-hop deejaying at nightclubs for entertainment, educating Tucson 

children about hip-hop culture, using the community as a network for lending and 

borrowing equipment, and as a vehicle for community outreach.  This study examines the 

relationships, symmetrical and asymmetrical, between hip-hop and Tucson, specifically, 

how hip-hop deejays in Tucson, Arizona utilize their art as a vehicle for community 

growth and community involvement.  

 During my educational career at the University of Arizona, I have been in contact 

with numerous hip-hop deejays through individual class projects, my employment in the 
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Africana Studies Program, and my interest with the art of deejaying.  Prior to and during 

this study, I have been both a participant and an observer as I worked to better understand 

deejaying techniques.  Many deejays have aided my participation in this art form with 

lessons, advice, and performance opportunities.  Cameron Vinson provided advice on 

beat-matching which helped my overall timing when transitioning seamlessly between 

songs.19 DJ Touch mentored me over the summer and fall of 2017 by providing one-on-

one lessons with a goal each week, such as learning how to “drop on the one” and 

understand the different types of mixing.  DJ L3XX’s counsel on live mixing and reading 

a crowd (see Figure 1) was crucial to my understanding of how a deejay needs to feel the 

audience’s energy.  DJ Jam-Is-On also provided one-on-one instruction on basic 

turntablism techniques, such as baby scratching,20 and helped me to resolve overall 

timing issues that had plagued my performance practice up to that point.21  As I continued 

as a participant observer in my research, I noticed that my field notes during deejay 

performances became more detailed.  I was able to record the song choices more 

accurately and had a greater general understanding of crowd energy during a 

performance. The more I studied the turntables, the easier it was to comprehend the 

mixing techniques employed by deejays and why they chose those specific strategies. 

 

                                                 
19 Beat-matching is spelled both with and without a hyphen.  Although I will use the term with the 

hyphen, in quotations, I will let the author’s preference stand. 

 
20 Baby scratching is the rhythmic rubbing back and forth of a record.  It is typically the first step 

into learning turntablism. 

 
21 Scratching is a technique employed by a deejay in which they rhythmically move a record back 

and forth. 
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Figure 1: Live Mixing with L3XX 

 When I asked members of the Tucson hip-hop community if they would be 

interested in participating in my study, I was met with overwhelming support.  The hip-

hop deejays with whom I have developed relationships readily introduced me to 

additional contacts within the community all of whom expressed a keen interest in 

recording their history.  

 I collected data through my fieldwork in order to establish how hip-hop deejays 

connect to the hip-hop community and how their performance practices change based on 

audience interaction.  I examined how the Tucson hip-hop community members identify 

themselves and how they continue to promote their hip-hop culture using ethnographic 

processes.  I collected this data through qualitative methods, including audio-recorded 
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interviews with open-ended questions,22 both face-to-face observation and virtual 

observation, video recording of events to analyze performance practice, and ethical 

participatory research.23 Hip-hop deejays, educators, promoters, and community members 

within Tucson contributed to this study through interviews that were audio recorded and 

transcribed.24  During these formal interviews, I asked the participants a combination of 

structured and unstructured questions.25  The types of questions that I asked fit the 

categories that Arturo Chamorro identifies as open ended request for views, structured 

questions about details, and questions that welcome opinions about the community.26  

The three main themes that these questions addressed were participants’ views on hip-

hop, how it contributed to the city’s cultural capital, and overall how they defined Tucson 

hip-hop.  The interviews were typically conducted at local restaurants within Tucson.  On 

a few occasions they were conducted at radio stations and some took place at the Tucson 

Hip-Hop Festival.  Through these interviews I was able to construct a timeline detailing 

how the hip-hop community grew from a few practitioners to a flourishing community 

that supports a thriving hip-hop culture. 

 Observations of hip-hop deejays occurred at various venues throughout Tucson, 

as well as online groups, and via personal Facebook pages and Instagram.  Regarding 

                                                 
22  See Appendix A for the list of initial questions asked. 

 
23 Participants have signed a consent form giving them all the rights to privacy, the rights to 

consent, and the rights to be removed from the study at any time.  All their words, photographs, and 

promotional material used is theirs and has been cited as such. 

 
24 All interviews have been transcribed by the author unless indicated in the specific citations. 

 
25 Structured questions are defined as questions that elicit specific answers. Unstructured questions 

are open-ended that can lead to more specific questions.  Julia G. Crane and Michael V. Angrosino, Field 

Projects in Anthropology: A Student Handbook, 3rd ed. (Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press, 1992), 58. 

 
26 Janet Sturman, "Research Methods in Ethnomusicology (Music Ethnography)," in Scholarly 

Research for Musicians (New York, NY: Routledge, 2017), 70. 
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hip-hop community events, the venues varied from private residences to rented spaces, 

bars or taverns.  The events that occurred in private residences were typically Internet 

radio station broadcasts.  The events at a rented space were usually fundraisers, and the 

events at bars and taverns were deejay performances, most of which occurred at venues 

on 4th Avenue, such as the Flycatcher, Mr. Head’s, and Sky Bar, or at venues on 

University Boulevard, such as Frog ‘n Firkin.  These different venues are significant to 

data collection because each venue had a different audience with unique socio-economic 

demographics and audience reactions and preferences greatly affect a hip-hop deejay’s 

performance practice.  Collected field notes that I have taken show the marked 

differences in technical execution, song choice, and the segments of sampled songs used 

to illicit positive responses from these different audiences.  

 Between November 2017 and March 2018, my observation took place at least 

twice a week.  It was through these face-to-face observations that I was able to chart how 

each deejay mixes, how they read a crowd, why they set up their equipment in specific 

areas, and their song selection for each type of event.  These elements of observation are 

based on the components outlined by Crane and Angrosino that provide a basis for an 

observer to detect and comment on parts of the environment that consultants may take for 

granted.27 

 Online research was essential since social media is an indispensable tool for 

Tucson hip-hop deejays to promote events and to facilitate collaboration among 

community members.  I participated in online discussions at least twice a week for three 

months, between January and March of 2017.  Since many Tucson deejays are busy with 

                                                 
27 Crane and Angrosino, Field Projects in Anthropology. 
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jobs, deejaying, and family obligations, most of their promotion and collaboration 

happens through social media by necessity.  One essential Facebook group, titled PEGS 

(Practicing Everyday Generates Success) uses social media to create a virtual hip-hop 

cipher, which is an informal gathering in which people can improvise and learn through 

group instruction rather than in a lecture format.28  PEGS offers Tucson hip-hop deejays a 

means to contribute without the constraints of organizing set times, meeting places, and 

coordinating schedules.   

It is useful to consider two categories of communication when discussing online 

relationships using Facebook pages and groups, Internet radio stations, and YouTube: 

many-to-many and one-to-many.29  Many-to-many is when multiple people can reach 

multiple people, such as group messages, and Socratic discussion.  The hip-hop deejays 

apply many-to-many within their Facebook group PEGS in which discussion, feedback, 

and criticism is created within their online cipher.  The one-to-many form of 

communication, when one person reaches out to many people.  We see this when specific 

deejays promote their shows, host a radio show, and post videos to both Facebook and 

YouTube.   

 Tucson Hip-hop deejays also provided insight into their performance practice 

during follow-up interviews during which I explored how and why each became involved 

with the community and which specific artists each worked with.30  During these 

interviews I examined how each member was introduced to Tucson hip-hop, asking them 

                                                 
28 Marc Lamont-Hill and Emery Petchauer, eds.  Schooling Hip-Hop, Expanding Hip-Hop Based 

Education Across the Curriculum (New York: Teachers College Press, 2013), 11-27. 

 
29 Samuel M. Wilson and Leighton C. Peterson, "Anthropology of Online Communities," Annual 

Review of Anthropology 31 (2002): 453. 

 
30 Crane and Angrosino, Field Projects in Anthropology, 71. 
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to explain their view of the audience’s influence on deejay performance, their insight on 

stylistic differences for each type of audience, and how the University of Arizona 

impacted their deejaying both in terms of performance and employment.   

 All participants in this study are between the ages of 24 and 50, have lived in 

Tucson for at least a year, and have been actively involved with hip-hop at some point in 

their residence in Tucson.  All the deejays that were interviewed are male.  There is some 

representation of female deejays in Tucson, but by the time that I was introduced to them, 

this study was in its final stages.  I interviewed twenty-one people in the Tucson hip-hop 

community for the study, and it is through their experience that we can see how a city 

like Tucson has a thriving hip-hop scene that is both diverse, yet, as many have claimed, 

remains “organic.” 

 To ensure correct representation on an individual level and a communal level, 

every person that was involved in this project had time to review their information and 

the context in which I used it in the study.  By letting the contributors see and review 

their input into the final product, the resulting project is a collective effort between those 

involved and myself.  The deejays provided invaluable information that is included 

throughout the study.  Thus they been granted recognition for their contributions to the 

community and to this project.  Ultimately, what is most vital to their success, and by 

extension that of the hip-hop community in Tucson, in general, are their multipronged 

efforts to establish and maintain a strong sense of community through education, 

collaboration, and support of their fellow artists. 
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Tucson’s Hip-Hop 

 Chapter one focuses on the growth of the hip-hop community in Tucson from 

1985 to the present day.  In this section, community members express how they were able 

to experience hip-hop, how they learned their craft, when they became involved, and 

where these experiences took place.  This approach to community development echoes 

Jeff Chang’s article, “How Hip-Hop Got Its Name,” by highlighting the different pockets 

of the community, all of whom practice and perform hip-hop but often claim different 

origins for the local hip-hop culture.   

Tucson’s hip-hop community represents a musical descent community.  Kay 

Kaufman Shelemay describes a descent community as one in which its members are 

“united through what are understood as shared identities.”31  This musical descent 

community is influenced by a number of factors that facilitated growth and the 

establishment of a distinct milieu, defined by Jorg Durrschmidt as a “stable configuration 

of action and meaning in which the individual actively maintains a distinctive degree of 

familiarity, competence and normalcy, based on continuity and consistency of personal 

disposition, habituality, and routine.”32  Since Tucson is a city of transplants, it was 

important to address when practitioners came to the city and how each has contributed to 

the creation of a hip-hop scene.  Jeff Chang’s research addresses historical revelations 

within American hip-hop, extra-musical factors that established hip-hop, and the way 

hip-hop can be used for multiple purposes.33  Tucson’s hip-hop is just one of many 

                                                 
31 Kay Kaufman Shelemay, “Musical Communities: Rethinking the Collective in Music,” Journal 

of the American Musicological Society 64, no. 2 (Summer 2011): 367. 

 
32 Sheila Whiteley, Andy Bennett, and Stan Hawkins, eds., Music, Space, and Place: Popular 

Music and Cultural Identity (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2004): 66. 

 
33 Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop. 
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outcomes which can be traced back to the origins of hip-hop that Chang outlined in his 

book.  From the Jamaican Sound System predecessors to the influence of audience 

interaction, the performance customs and hierarchies of importance in hip-hop culture are 

still practiced today much as they were at hip-hop’s inception.   

 Chapter two addresses the relationship between a Tucson deejay, his equipment, 

and his path of education.  This section will highlight the growth of technology and the 

growth of deejaying practices from 1985 to present in Tucson highlighting how the local 

deejays utilize the tools, equipment, and instruments at their disposal, and the outside 

influences that may have impacted their decision to purchase specific brands, software, 

and utilize specific performance techniques.  This is related to André Sirois’s framework 

outlined in Hip Hop DJs and the Evolution of Technology in which he uses his own 

concept, called technocultural synergism to highlight the relationship between deejays 

and technologies, including hardware, software, and marketing of specific brands and 

pricings.  When examining how hip-hop deejays learned their craft and bought or were 

gifted their equipment in Tucson, there is a strong correlation between the choice of 

equipment and marketing ultimately creating a standardization of tools.  

The educational aspect of learning how to deejay echoes media influence, master-

student relationships as articulated by Cheryl L. Keyes,34 and an online amateur-to-

amateur pedagogical practice as expressed by Kiri Miller.35  Nasir Syed, in “Internet 

Guru,” further explores how the Internet acts as both a research source and as a system of 

                                                 
34 Cheryl L. Keyes, Rap Music and Street Consciousness (Chicago, IL: University of Illinois 

Press, 2004). 

 
35 Kiri Miller, Playing Along: Digital Games, YouTube, and Virtual Performance (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2012). 
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support.  Here, he examines how the Internet changes the pedagogical landscape.  Sarah 

Daynes, on the other hand, examines diaspora and “changing same[s]” in terms of music 

that is continuously being modified and remade in Music, Space, and Place.36  This can 

be applied to the Tucson hip-hop scene by examining how deejays’ techniques and 

source material are constantly changing, yet are still rooted in hip-hop tradition.  While 

the experiences and processes of learning are different within a digital landscape, they are 

not of lesser quality.  Ultimately, technological developments and virtual spaces have 

expanded the outlets in which deejays are able to learn and continue to practice their 

trade. 

 Chapter three concentrates on the types of performance and community venues 

that ultimately shape a deejay’s performance in Tucson.  These spaces are related to 

Elizabeth Chacko’s definition of “ethnic place-makers” which “hold both real and 

symbolic meaning in the construction” of ethnic space. 37   Because of how the Tucson 

hip-hop community utilizes spaces and symbolizes them through graffiti and communal 

acceptance, they have created their own version of cultural place-makers, which are 

related to ethnic place-makers. The most common types of musical places are transient 

places that are used repeatedly by a given community but lack permanent markers,38 as 

well as intangible places such as Internet sites, radio play, and musical recordings.39  

                                                 
36 Whiteley, Bennett, and Hawkins, eds. Music, Space, and Place: Popular Music and Cultural 

Identity, 3. 

 
37 Elizabeth Chacko, “Ethiopian Ethos and the Making of Ethnic Places in the Washington 

Metropolitan Area,” Journal of Cultural Geography 20, no. 2 (June, 2003): 29-39. 

 
38 Kay Kaufman Shelemay, “Rethinking the Urban Community: (Re) Mapping Musical Processes 

and Places,” in Ethnomusicology: A Contemporary Reader Vol II, ed. Jennifer C. Post (New York: 

Routledge Press, 2018), 199. 

   
39 Ibid., 207. 
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These markers vary in type and location and both technological advances and outreach 

are reflected within these different settings. 

The performances and locations represented in this study consist of club events, 

open-format events, University of Arizona initiated or promoted events, video deejaying, 

community outreach events, production shows, and the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival.  Each 

location and type of performance drew a different variety of crowd and a specific style of 

performance from the deejays.  The nightclub crowd exemplifies James McBride’s notion 

that hip-hop has influenced audience members that may not identify with hip-hop, yet 

they contribute to it.40  The University of Arizona and the Air Force base in Tucson’s 

direct and indirect contributions are another validation of Peter Webb’s research on how 

demographics affect musical scenes and communities based on changes in economy.41  

Eric Charry highlights the needs of festivals and competition events to garner success and 

popularity for the performers and explores how outside forces change the sound of 

localized hip-hop.  Charry’s research also explains that “music scenes are social and 

material entities as well as ‘meaningful concepts’ in which people engage music.”42  The 

insights garnered from Garafolo’s and Charry’s studies are especially informative when 

addressing the question of how the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival serves the community and 

the needs of the people involved.   

                                                 
 

40 James McBride, “Hip-Hop Planet,” National Geographic (April, 2007): 104-19.  

 
41 Peter Webb, “Interrogating the Production of Sound and Place:  The Bristol Phenomenon, from 

Lunatic Fringe to World Wide Massive,” in Music, Space, and Place: Popular Music and Cultural Identity, 

66-90. 

 
42 Charry, Hip-Hop Africa, 109.   
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 Chapter four examines a fragmenting effect that is one of the fundamental 

characteristics of Tucson hip-hop as identified by community members.  Throughout this 

chapter, I use fragmenting as a term to describe any aspect of separation from the unified 

Tucson hip-hop community.  Fragmenting is addressed in terms of overall sound, 

transplanted techniques, inclusion of hip-hop performances, and potential oversaturation 

of deejays due to technological advances.  Serato, and other deejaying software, is one 

technological advance that stands out as having had a profound impact on the community 

because it enables amateurs to compete on the same field as seasoned professionals.  

Serato and other software allow newcomers to produce professional sound composition 

without the need for learning the suite of extended techniques in use by experienced 

deejays. 

 The fifth and final chapter explores a glass ceiling, as defined as an unofficial 

barrier of career advancement, in Tucson.  This glass ceiling examines what the 

participants use to determine success and if they can reach that level of success while 

living in the city.  It also addresses what some of the members believe needs to happen 

for a Tucson artist to break through the glass ceiling and “put Tucson on the map.”  Hip-

Hop seems to be localized (the Bronx, Compton, and Atlanta) but is able to attract a wide 

array of consumers.  It is necessary for Tucson to be attractive to outsiders if it is to be 

recognized as a thriving hip-hop scene.  This section ultimately expands to include 

elements of hip-hop and is not limited to a focus solely on deejays.  The final section in 

this chapter summarizes the impact of technology, the impact of a transplant city, and the 

impact of the grassroots approach to hip-hop that Tucson exudes.   
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The primary focus of this study, as a whole, is to examine how hip-hop deejays in 

Tucson have served a pivotal role in connecting the local hip-hop community (some 

members are represented in Figure 2) to the greater Tucson community.   

 

 
Figure 2: Signed Vinyl of the Participants of this Study 
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Chapter 1: Tucson: The Underestimated City®43 

 Tucson has been a significant location for cultural production as well as military 

occupation since its inception.  In the late 1500s, Tucson was an outpost for the Spanish 

to protect their colony at San Xavier.  It was then a part of Sonora when Mexico gained 

its independence in 1821.  The United States acquired Tucson as a part of the Gadsden 

Purchase in 1854.  Within seventy-five years, control of the city of Tucson was 

transferred between three separate countries.44   

 Since Tucson has been under control of the United States, it has been of strategic 

importance for the US military.  During the Civil War, confederate soldiers took control 

of the city until Union Forces from California forced the confederate troops to retreat 

from Tucson.45  During World War II, the War Department established an Air Force base 

in Tucson to train bomber pilots as a preventative measure for the mounting conflicts in 

Europe.  On December 1, 1941, the base was named Davis-Monthan.  From World War 

II to present, the Davis-Monthan Air Force base has been an influential institution within 

Tucson.  Air Force personnel and veterans have relocated to Tucson for career 

opportunities at the base.46  The majority of the hip-hop deejays who participated in this 

study have relocated here because of the Davis-Monthan Air Force base.  Even though 

                                                 
43 The Underrepresented City is a store in Tucson that ultimately embodies the underdog view that 

multiple people share about Tucson’s cultures within the city and how it often gets overlooked as compared 

to neighboring larger cities.  

  
44 G.W. Barter, Directory of the City of Tucson for the Year 1881 (San Francisco, CA: H. S. 

Crocker & Co., 1881), 2. 

 
45 Ibid., p.12 

 
46 “Davis-Monthan Air Force History,” Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, June 2, 2009, accessed 

July 17, 2018. http://www.dm.af.mil/About-DM/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/313133/davis-monthan-air-

force-history/. 

 

http://www.dm.af.mil/About-DM/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/313133/davis-monthan-air-force-history/
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their initial reasons for the transfer to Tucson were for career advancements and job 

opportunities, either for themselves or for family members, the deejays who arrived into 

Tucson through Davis-Monthan have played an integral role in the development of 

Tucson’s hip-hop scene. 

 

Tracing Tucson’s Hip-Hop 

Tucson’s hip-hop community started to form before its members recognized that 

what they were doing would one day fall under the umbrella of the genre we now 

recognize as hip-hop.  Terry Heymore, a.k.a. DJ Phatsoul,47 who arrived in Tucson in 

1981 and started deejaying in 1985, states: “Hip-hop snuck up here in Tucson.  When it 

came here, it started as a sub-genre of R&B.”48  This was because the first element of 

hip-hop that came to Tucson was the music.  As other elements, such as dance and 

graffiti, were introduced, those who were fascinated with this new music initiated 

participation in what would become defined as hip-hop culture.  Tucson is another 

representation of Charlie Ahearn’s belief that “hip-hop took a while before it became an 

organized, central thing.”49  The participation in Tucson grew from individual 

explorations to small gatherings of like-minded individuals, and ultimately blossomed 

into a unified Tucson hip-hop scene. 

 It is important to note that hip-hop is a culture, not just a musical genre.  When 

asked to define hip-hop, every participant in this study cited it as a “culture,” as a “way of 

                                                 
47 After the initial introduction to the participants, the remainder of the thesis will refer to them by 

their preferred moniker.   

 
48 DJ Phatsoul, interview by author, Tucson, February 19, 2018.   

49 Chang, “How Hip-Hop Got Its Name.”  
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life,” and/or a “vehicle for communal support.”  Any tool, bodily movement, artifact, or 

space can be considered hip-hop.  What defines hip-hop is how the body, artifact, or 

space is manipulated into something that is considered hip-hop.  For example, spray paint 

was used originally to evenly coat radiators but became hip-hop through its use in graffiti 

and tagging.50  Vinyl records were intended to be read-only, as a medium to listen to 

music but were transformed to a read-write capability, and through turntablism became 

the cornerstone of hip-hop.51  This “new media” culture is created through “re-coding” of 

the use of turntables and vinyl records.52  By repurposing existing materials and 

reframing them is such a way that they become a wholly “new media,” hip-hop is created 

and also sustained.  It is usually through such experimentation that individuals initially 

become active in hip-hop.  These artists met other like-minded individuals and as these 

individuals collaborate, exchange ideas, and perform and critique one another a local 

Tucson hip-hop community was formed.   

 Common themes in the consultants’ individual introductions to hip-hop include 

the influence of mass media (e.g., films, radio, records, etc.) involvement with more than 

one element of hip-hop culture, such as deejaying and breakdancing, and the direct 

impacts of people from all over the world who moved to Tucson and contributed to its 

emerging hip-hop scene.  Shelemay defines a musical community as “a collectiv[e] 

constructed through and sustained by musical processes and/or performances.  [It] can be 

                                                 
50 Hilary Greenbaum and Dana Rubinstein, “The Origin of Spray Paint,” New York Times, 

November 4, 2011. 

 
51 Turntablism is the art of manipulating sounds and creating new music through the use of 

turntables, usually two, and cross faders. 

 
52 André Sirois, Hip-Hop DJs and the Evolution of Technology: Cultural Exchange, Innovation, 

and Democratization (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2016), 1. 
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socially and/or symbolically constituted; music making may give rise to real-time social 

relationships or may exist fully in the realm of a virtual setting or in the imagination.53  

Tucson’s hip-hop represents a musical community. It has been constructed and sustained 

by groups of individuals who actively and consistently engage in live public 

performance, as well as work as a collective to advance the creative and technical 

processes that facilitate their art.  Additionally, due to the advent of social media and its 

Internet-based platforms, such as Instagram and Facebook, the community now includes 

a virtual space.  

 Through a shared hip-hop identity, the Tucson hip-hop community was created 

and sustained.  Tucson is an ethnoscape, which is defined as “[a] landscape of persons 

who continue the shifting world in which we live: tourists, immigrants, … [and] moving 

groups or persons.”54  Since a major social process of the Tucson hip-hop community is a 

transplant system in which a large number of people arrive through connections with the 

University of Arizona or surrounding military bases, including Davis-Monthan in Tucson 

and Fort Huachuca in Sierra Vista, this chapter and subsequent chapters will focus 

primarily on the activities of subjects while they were in Tucson.55 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
53 Shelemay, “Musical Communities,” 364. 

 
54 Whiteley, Bennet, and Hawkins, eds., Music, Space, and Place, 3. 

  
55 Additional information will be provided in Appendix B.  
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The Scavengers (the 1980s) 

 During the 1980s, hip-hop was introduced to Tucson through the media as well as 

through individuals who had moved to Tucson from hip-hop meccas, such as New York 

City, Chicago, Atlanta, and others.  While interested parties were eager to gather as much 

information about hip-hop as possible, Tucson’s inhabitants, in general, were reluctant to 

accept the emerging art form until the Golden Era of hip-hop ushered in a national 

acceptance of the genre and its culture during the late 1980s into the early 1990s.56   

Before this time, however, those interested in hip-hop had to experiment and cultivate 

their love and knowledge of the culture with little if any support.  As DJ Phatsoul states: 

“We were scavengers.  We were soaking it up, no matter how horrible the movies [were].  

The kids in class from New York were immediately cool because they [could] tell us 

about hip-hop.”57  Through such discoveries, experimentation, and inquiries, the initial 

presence of hip-hop in Tucson was established. 

 During the 1980s, Tucson hip-hop performances took place in homes, 

neighborhoods, and house parties.  Five participants of this study recall that ‘80s hip-hop 

in Tucson marked a time of self-discovery through the elements, most notably deejaying 

and breakdancing.  Hip-Hop is heavily rooted in African American tradition and “dance 

has always played an integral part in the development of African American music 

traditions.”58  Herm Guzman (a.k.a. Herm), a Tucson native, remembers participating in 

breakdancing when he was 7-8 years old, but also recalls that his explorations were 

                                                 
56 The Golden Era is defined as the time era in hip-hop during the late 1980s and early 1990s in 

which the genre became mainstream.  It is characterized by its influence, diversity, and overall quality. 

 
57 DJ Phatsoul, interview by author, Tucson, April 10, 2018. 

   
58 Said, The Art of Sampling, 14. 
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limited to his neighborhood, largely as a factor of his youth.  Chuckie Chingon, born and 

raised in Tucson, was also introduced to hip-hop through dance and through dance met 

others who taught him how to deejay.  While it may have been safe to dance in 

neighborhoods and in private residences, another Tucson native, Colby Evans, a.k.a. DJ 

Unknown, remembers when he attempted to breakdance at the local mall it would usually 

result in negative consequences.  This was due to the fact that local authorities viewed 

hip-hop as an act of aggression on par with committing an act of assault.  “Breaking [is] 

spectacular, dangerous, and, in its heart, grounded in a commitment to competition.”59  

The competitive aggression and physicality within breaking is what made it attractive to 

performers but it also played a large part as to why the behavior was targeted by law 

enforcement as undesirable and dangerous.  This initial pushback from the greater 

Tucson community was one of the reasons why those interested in hip-hop limited their 

experiments to personal residences, or left Tucson altogether, like Chingon, who recalls 

relocating to Los Angeles and later to San Diego so that he might participate freely in 

breakdance battles. 

 While Chingon continued to take part in breakdance competitions on the West 

Coast, the deejaying element of hip-hop was being introduced through films and 

television.  Movies such as Wild Style (1982), Breakin’ and Breakin’ 2: Electric 

Boogaloo (1984), and Beat Street (1984), and television shows like Yo! MTV Raps and 

Rap City exposed hip-hop culture and its elements to the general public.  The 

visualization and imagery and depictions of hip-hop in these films and shows also had 

                                                 
59 George, Hip Hop America, 14.  
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far-reaching effects on the culture.60  Spencer Brummer, a.k.a. DJ Alias, who moved to 

Tucson from Boulder, Colorado in 1982, remembers that after he watched Beat Street he 

immediately tried to scratch a record imitating what he had witnessed in the film.  Similar 

stories were shared by Herm who acknowledged that he had no idea what he was doing, 

he was just “mimicking the motions that [he] saw on TV.”61  DJ Unknown also noted that 

due to his exposure to hip-hop practices from film and television, he cut out a shirt as a 

slipmat62 to attempt to manipulate vinyl.  It is this “knowledge of rap and videos [that] 

function as a form of cultural capital.”63  This private experimentation and self-motivated 

study of form and repertoire, sometimes done without parental supervision, paved the 

way for practitioners to hone their skills and build a wealth of musical knowledge before 

engaging in public performance. 

 Performing deejays during this time embraced hip-hop deejaying techniques but 

often faced issues when embedding hip-hop music or deejaying techniques into their 

performances. Hip-Hop deejaying is an extension of standard deejaying, it is “made by 

using tropes and elements outside of hip hop and making it hip hop.”64  In other words, 

there is a difference between deejaying, in general, and hip-hop deejaying.  André 

Sirois’s definition of a hip-hop deejay is that a “hip hop DJ uses two turntables (or similar 

                                                 
60 Rose, Black Noise, 8. 

 
61 Herm, Interview by author, Tucson, March 13, 2018. 

62 A slipmat is a circular piece of fabric or other synthetic material placed between the platter of a 

turntable and a record.  The slipmat makes manipulation of vinyl much easier since it helps deejays move a 

record while the platter continues to rotate underneath. 

 
63 Lamont-Hill and Petchauer, eds.,  Schooling Hip-Hop, Expanding Hip-Hop Based Education 

Across the Curriculum, 1. 

  
64 Said, The Art of Sampling, 35.  
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control surfaces) and a mixer to manipulate music… The hip hop DJ does not just play 

rap or hip hop music, but takes music from any genre and makes it hip hop by 

manipulating it and adding his or her own style to it.”65  While deejaying is playing the 

music, beat-matching66 the songs, and reading a crowd to ensure an enjoyable experience, 

hip-hop deejaying involves extended turntablist techniques, such as slam-mixing,67 and 

dropping on the one.68  Since the technique performed is what defines a hip-hop deejay, 

the songs that are played do not, necessarily, have to be hip-hop.  A deejay can play hip-

hop songs without being classified as a hip-hop deejay and a hip-hop deejay can play 

non-hip-hop songs but in a way that fits within the hip-hop tradition.  DJ Phatsoul started 

deejaying at his local high school in 1985 and quickly transitioned to performing for 

black fraternities operating within Tucson.  He explains that if deejays tried to play hip-

hop songs, or scratch, or do any hip-hop deejay tricks, they would be asked to stop or 

would not be invited to deejay for those house parties in the future.  According to DJ 

Phatsoul, the interest in hip-hop was evident at home and in neighborhoods but it did not 

cross into the public threshold until 1991; not until the Golden Era of hip-hop reached its 

zenith.69  

                                                 
65 Sirois, Hip-Hop DJs and the Evolution of Technology, xiii. 

 
66 Beat-matching is when a deejay listens to a song and indicates a tempo, then manipulates the 

turntable using the pitch control to match the beat with another song.   

 
67 Slam-mixing is when there is little blending or mixing involved in a transition between songs.  

A straight cut. 

 
68 Dropping on the one is when you drop a beat of a bar from one track onto the first beat of a bar 

on another track.   

 
69 DJ Phatsoul, interview by author, Tucson, April 10, 2018.   
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This idea of public acceptance of hip-hop deejaying exemplifies the cultural 

exchange of deejaying.  The reasons for the lack of hip-hop deejaying at these events 

could be attributed to multiple factors, such as the respect for vinyl, the expected role of 

the deejay, and/or musical preferences.  Respecting the vinyl comes from a long-standing 

need to carefully handle the records.  Since the creation of shellac and later polyvinyl 

records, people were taught not to physically touch the grooves and to exercise care when 

handling records.  But with the introduction of intentionally “scratching” records, as hip-

hop deejays do, it might be no surprise that they often elicited a knee-jerk response from 

audiences unfamiliar with hip-hop techniques.  The expected role of the deejay could 

have also played a part in the exclusion of hip-hop at events.  Hip-hop deejays are 

performers who manipulate vinyl to create new music.  This is contrary to the accepted 

role of a deejay by society at large at the time, which was simply to playback music of 

their audiences’ choosing or that aligned with their stated preference.  Yet, another 

rationale could be that the audiences of the time simply did not like the sound of hip-hop.  

Every deejay that has played at non-hip-hop events, like weddings and tailgate parties, 

knows that a deejay needs to play to their audience.  If the audience does not like the 

sound of scratching records or other hip-hop deejaying techniques, then deejays would 

limit their use of those techniques.  Since these parties happened before hip-hop became a 

national pop phenomenon, it is also not surprising that hip-hop styled music was not the 

preferred style for dance.    

 Leading into the 1990s, deejays and other hip-hop enthusiasts in Tucson 

continued to develop their craft.  Public performance spaces started to allow room for 

hip-hop deejaying alongside other hip-hop elements, such as breakdancing.  Tucson 
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deejays, such as DJ Magic Vibes, Sir Reginald, DJ B2, Sir Jam, DJ Caz, Papa Funk, and 

Master Gee, helped increase the visibility of hip-hop deejaying in Tucson and made great 

strides towards its acceptance.  DJ Magic Vibes has been referenced by some of his 

contemporaries as a “very talented scratcher and a very talented hip-hop deejay.”70  The 

growing acceptance of hip-hop culture in Tucson at this time mirrors what was 

transpiring in hip-hop centers around the country during the Golden Era.  Hip-hop acts 

that had transcended into the mainstream on a national and international level also helped 

to further elevate the local Tucson hip-hop culture.  

 

I Don’t “Do” Hip-Hop, I Live It (the 1990s) 

 The rise of the Golden Era of hip-hop led to a national acknowledgement of 

multiple subgenres of hip-hop.  These subgenres, more or less stylistic variations 

resulting from regional inflection, included “gangsta rap” and “conscious era rap,” also 

gave rise to an ever-increasing variety of competitions.  Battles for the best deejay or 

dancer had existed since the dawn of hip-hop, but with the emergence of new styles came 

new style-specific competitions.  Throughout Tucson, the 90s marked a time of high 

exposure for practitioners.  This exposure, though still somewhat limited, paved the way 

to public performances and higher amounts of cross-pollination between community 

members.  Because of this cross-pollination, this period marked the beginning of a true 

hip-hop community in Tucson. 

 Despite this new environment of collaboration, exposure to representations of hip-

hop in entertainment media were still a major influencer for many local practitioners.  

                                                 
70 DJ Alias, interview by author, Tucson, March 7, 2018. Transcribed by Troy Jackson.   
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Herm still remembers his middle and high school days when he sprinted from his bus 

stop to get home just to make sure he was ready to record his favorite videos from Yo! 

MTV Raps and Rap City.  Jahmar Anthony, a.k.a. Jahmar Intl., who moved to Tucson 

from Jamaica in 1989, remembers that MTV was his introduction to hip-hop.  He saw the 

music videos to “Dre Day” by Dr. Dre featuring Snoop Dogg, and “1, 2, 3, 4, (Sump’in 

new)” by Coolio, and was extremely fascinated by what he saw and heard.  He 

immediately got involved in the local hip-hop community through rapping.  Herm also 

believes that the Fox News broadcast of the news story “LA Taggers” led to the rise of 

graffiti in Tucson.  While he acknowledges that graffiti had been practiced in Tucson 

before the broadcast, he thinks that its prevalence was greatly affected by the story and 

that that broadcast was directly responsible for “giving the city some color.”71 

 Graffiti served to connect more hip-hop practitioners in Tucson.  Robert Hall, 

a.k.a. Slobby Robbie, who claims Tucson as his home even though he moved here in 

1992, was introduced to graffiti through his cousin.  He states that “when [he] was a kid, 

none of the [elements] were available, [but] it probably started with the b-boy72 

community.”73  Other hip-hop heads74 in Tucson met through participation in activities 

that took place in an alley behind Empire Pizza which is now commonly referred to as 

“Graffiti Alley.”  Members of one of the largest graffiti crews in Tucson, the APT crew, 

including DJ Unknown, met Herm in Graffiti Alley.  The central location of the alley, its 

                                                 
71 Herm, interview by author, Tucson, March 13, 2018. 

 
72 A b-boy or b-girl is a term given to hip-hop breakdancers. 

 
73 Robert Hall, interview by author. Tucson, March 6, 2018. Transcribed by Troy Jackson. 

 
74 Heads are people that are highly respected or adherents of hip-hop.    
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frequent visitors, and the act of writing graffiti created a network of people that would 

become an integral part of the Tucson hip-hop community. 

 While Herm and DJ Alias practiced deejaying in the safety of their homes, DJ 

Unknown sought out public venues to play and to battle other deejays.  After his brother 

gifted him his equipment, including “Big big speakers,” and “Technics 1200s for sure,” 

he became a self-proclaimed “mobile party.”75  His transition to public performance 

rapidly materialized when he started to deejay in-between sets of his roommate’s band at 

Downtown Performance Center on the corner of 6th Street and Stone Avenue.  Also, 

through word-of-mouth promotion DJ Unknown acquired gigs at clubs, such as Club 

Congress.  He still deejayed at private events throughout the ‘90s as well, such as for 

Chuckie Chingon’s 18th birthday party.  While some in his generation insist that DJ 

Unknown was the first turntablist in Tucson, he does not believe this himself.  Others, 

such as DJ Phatsoul admit that “maybe he was the first to have laser focus of turntablism 

but other people [had done] basic cuts and tricks.”76  The turntablist approach to 

deejaying and battling lines up with DJ Alias’s memory of going to a Killarmy show in 

Tucson where DJ Unknown was seeking to battle him.  DJ Alias claims that the battle’s 

competitive atmosphere does not exist anymore, at least not in Tucson.   

 Other deejays during this time were just beginning their journey into Tucson’s 

hip-hop scene.  Tucson native Dominic Capanna, a.k.a Capt. Antenna, started deejaying 

on tape decks in middle school and eventually found himself the DJ of choice for his high 

school.  Nevertheless, he claims that he didn’t start “making noise” until the early 

                                                 
75 DJ Unknown, interview by author, Tucson, March 16, 2018. Transcribed by Andrea Sirois. 

 
76 DJ Phatsoul, interview by author, Tucson, April 10, 2018. 
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2000s.77  Another Tucson native, Pike Romero, a.k.a. Smash Lames, initiated his 

involvement in hip-hop through breakdancing in 1998.  It was during this time, the so-

called prehistory of Tucson Hip-Hop, that both artists developed their individual 

appreciation for the genre which would fuel their desire to become prominent members 

of an emerging Tucson hip-hop community some few years later.   

 The collective involvement during the ‘90s highlighted other elements of hip-hop 

that deejays participated in, such as DJ Unknown and Herm’s activities in Graffiti Alley, 

or DJ Unknown’s participation at Chuckie Chingon’s 18th birthday party.  It was through 

these events, and events like them, that people from the Tucson area were able to 

connect.  Through shows at venues, such as park jams, roller rinks, and car shows, the 

community started to gain momentum.  Ending the decade in 1999, Chingon threw a b-

boy jam at the YMCA where he brought “the best of the best.”78  Pike Romero attended 

this show, which featured the Rock Steady Crew, as one of the 1000+ people in 

attendance highlighting that the interest in hip-hop in Tucson was growing.   

One thing that was missing from the ‘90s era Tucson hip-hop was the consistent 

presence of hip-hop deejays in clubs, bars, and other public venues.  While DJ Unknown 

and DJ Phatsoul did perform in clubs, such as Club Congress, during the ‘90s most hip-

hop parties happened outside of the nightclub circuit.  Venues instead consisted of rented 

warehouse spaces or Club Salsa, which would host hip-hop concerts.  From time to time, 

even DIY places that were never intended to be venues, such as Club Dada, where the 

                                                 
77 Capt. Antenna, interview by author, Tucson, March 9, 2018.   

 
78 Chuckie Chingon, interview by author, Tucson, February 22, 2018.   
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owner ran a clothing store by day, were transformed into an all-ages party at night by 

providing an open mic format to let people freestyle while others breakdanced. 

While hip-hop was consistently present in the ‘80s and ‘90s, the connections 

between hip-hop heads started to solidify.  A number of factors contributed to these 

connections, such as the rise in hip-hop’s popularity, both nationally and internationally, 

which led to broad acceptance of hip-hop music and an influx of newcomers of all ages to 

the community.  Since many participants in this study were minors in the ‘80s, their 

activities were often limited to their neighborhoods, but as the ‘90s dawned, they 

ventured downtown and began to create meaningful relationships with one another and 

with established members of the community.  Around this time, events like the YMCA b-

boy jam gave these young musicians and dancers a place, albeit a temporary place, to 

showcase their skills and build relationships.  The community was solidifying and the 

places and spaces where a hip-hop community might flourish were evolving.  

  

The Acceptance, The Family, The Club (1999-2008) 

 Throughout the early part of the 2000s, the Tucson hip-hop community started to 

shift in terms of membership, location, and public presence.  Some members left hip-hop, 

such as when DJ Unknown sold his equipment and stopped performing.  Other members 

left Tucson, such as Pike Romero, who left for college.  Still, others were just getting 

settled into Tucson and were only just initiating their engagement in the local hip-hop 

community. Moreover, already established members who had not left were continuing to 

push their individual goals and working to gain access to all the venues which the city 

could provide so that they might create a stable home for hip-hop in Tucson.  Throughout 
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this timeframe transplanted people continued to be introduced to established Tucson hip-

hop community members, established Tucson members started performing in public 

spaces, and the city of Tucson was more accepting to hip-hop in virtually all venues.  

Hip-hop has always had a home in the club scene but it was during this period that 

exclusively hip-hop venues were being established in Tucson.  These hip-hop venues 

created reliable places for community members to congregate and collaborate. 

 During the 2000s, Herm started to perform in public.  Herm and a longtime 

collaborator, DJ Bonus, created a duo called the Tortilla Factory and played at the Velvet 

Tea Garden by collaborating with the venue’s resident deejays, Cade and Ameril.  All 

four of the deejays set up a staged deejay battle to give the audience the best show 

possible, while at the same time providing the Tortilla Factory their introduction to the 

public.  One person in attendance was a bartender and sometime manager at a club called 

Heart Five.  She liked what Herm and Bonus were doing so much that she gave them a 

residency at Hear Five for a few years.  Prior to Herm and Bonus, Tuesday nights at 

Heart Five had been specifically for techno deejays.   Once Heart Five closed its doors, 

Herm and Bonus became resident deejays at another venue called Vaudeville and 

continued to play as resident deejays.   

 DJ Alias, still hesitant to perform in public due to extreme stage fright, still 

supported hip-hop through other avenues.  He consistently attended shows at which his 

friends were performing, but his larger contribution was the community outreach he 

performed at Skrappy’s.  Skrappy’s was a youth and after-school center that was free to 

the public.  DJ Alias recognized that it was dominated by rock since its inception in 1995, 

but b-boys had always been present.  DJ Alias started to deejay and provide break beats 
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for the breakdancers at Skrappy’s where he developed new friendships, such as the one 

he formed with Tucson native Tim Madril, a.k.a Hashke.  DJ Alias’s involvments at 

Skrappy’s exemplifies DJ Semtex’s notion of “hip-hop is edutainment, a culture that 

entertains and educates.  It changes the way we think, the way we live.”79  From this 

point on, DJ Alias had found his niche in the hip-hop scene by using his talents for 

community outreach through multiple community centers and events throughout Tucson.  

Shortly afterward, he had his breakthrough into public performance at Vaudeville, La 

Cocina, and the Tucson Magnet High School Unity Festival.   

 Another deejay, Jahmar Intl., also made his transition into the public sphere 

around this time, though he only did so out of financial necessity.  His father, Arizona’s 

first Reggae deejay, was diagnosed with cancer and during treatments could not perform.  

Since that is how he provided for his family, Jahmar was forced to take over his 

residency at Chicago Bar to pay the bills.  It was through those shows that Jahmar was 

offered his own night at Chicago Bar.  He still had a rough time trying to get jobs at other 

venues because of his Reggae roots until the promoter at Mr. Heads gave him a chance to 

play.  

 Tucson transplants are still an influence even to the present day.  Jay Jamison, 

a.k.a. DJ Jam-Is-On, moved to Tucson from Chicago in 2005 as a result of military 

service. Praise Zenenga came to the United States from Zimbabwe and relocated to 

Tucson when he accepted a teaching position at the University of Arizona, also in 2005.  

JR Harrison, a.k.a. Hump House, relocated here from Tombstone when he attended the 

University of Arizona in 2001.  JR Harrison started to learn how to deejay from DJ 

                                                 
79 DJ Semtix, Hip Hop Raised Me (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2016), 20. 
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Master Monk and ultimately took over his residency at North on 4th after he graduated.  

He also met Slobby Robbie and started to experiment with other hip-hop elements, such 

as graffiti, and came to better understand the broader hip-hop culture from that point 

forward.  Tucson’s hip-hop is still rooted in the different elements of hip-hop and, its 

different forms of expression, but the continuous arrival of transplants are increasing the 

number of people involved in the more obscure subgenres of hip-hop music.  

 One particular transplant, Ryan Troncoso, a.k.a. DJ Phen, did not arrive in Tucson 

through the military or the university.  Originally from Gallup, New Mexico, DJ Phen 

and his childhood friend, James Owens a.k.a Runt, would come to Tucson every weekend 

to visit Runt’s brother.  Through Runt’s brother they met with Capt. Antenna and all four 

moved in together in 2003 because Phen “already had a home”80 in Tucson. Ultimately, 

five people lived in the house that they named Planet Centuri and there they learned the 

different elements of hip-hop from one another.  Runt was an MC, DJ Phen and Capt. 

Antenna were deejays, and the other members of the household exposed them to 

breakdance and graffiti.  It was through these interactions that the creation of the hip-hop 

group called the Jivin’ Scientists arose.   

 The Jivin’ Scientists helped maintain the long-standing tradition of community 

events through their Zeebo Rock series.  This series of shows took place in parks that had 

a gazebo.  They were community barbeques that provided yet another space for b-boys to 

jam.  Capt. Antenna points out that “hip-hop has always been in clubs, but when you 

were younger, you couldn’t get into a club.  I think that is why it was in the parks.”81  

                                                 
80 DJ Phen, interview by author, Tucson, March 12, 2018. 

 
81 Capt. Antenna, interview by author, Tucson, March 9, 2018.   
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This highlights Chuckie Chingon and DJ Alias’s notion of familial involvement.  “Music 

has a special status, something to be experienced.”82  These park jams provided an 

exposure to hip-hop for those that could not otherwise participate.   

 All the while, the hip-hop club and bar scene was still gaining traction in Tucson.  

JR Harrison, for one, describes watching Bonus spin in clubs around town before he was 

gifted his residency.  DJ Phen recognizes that he would go to Heart Five and Vaudeville 

on Tuesday nights to “nerd out” explaining that “after the Vaudeville days, it started to 

have more spots open up, but it used to be just that.”83  One major venue that opened its 

doors to hip-hop performers during this time was Mr. Head’s.  It provided Jahmar Intl. 

his second residency after Chicago Bar and it also allowed for DJ Phen and Capt. 

Antenna to do shows, which they called 2X4’s, where DJ Phen would juggle84 and Capt. 

Antenna would improvise scratches with a capella samples.  These shows were different 

than other deejay sets at the time because of their novel approach to the music.  By 

juggling and scratching, they transformed pre-existing songs into source material for 

entirely new compositions. 

 By 2008, physical establishments, technological advances, and communal growth 

had all contributed to the growing support of Tucson hip-hop culture.  The hip-hop 

community within Tucson had grown significantly, both in terms of membership and in 

terms of the venues willing to exhibit its practitioners and support the community. 

                                                 
82 Jayson Beaster Jones, “Beyond Musical Exceptionalism: Music, Value, and Ethnomusicology” 

Ethnomusicology 58, no. 2 (Spring/Summer 2014): 337.  

 
83 DJ Phen, interview by author. Tucson, March 12, 2018. 

 
84 Juggling is a technique employed by a deejay in which they take two of the same record and 

reorganize the pre-existing source material to create a new composition. 
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The Digital Journey and the Community Focus (2008-Present) 

 The Tucson hip-hop community continued to expand both physically and virtually 

beginning in 2008.  More and more people began connecting with community outreach, 

in particular. The University of Arizona initiated its direct involvement with Tucson hip-

hop through collaboration and financial support.  Additionally, the community began 

exploiting rapidly evolving technologies to continue to increase overall participation.  

Advancements of technology, both in terms of hardware and software, have served to 

expand and connect hip-hop communities all over the world.  Tucson represents a small 

portion of that expansion.  For people who were already involved with hip-hop, 

technology helped create new avenues for promotion, created an ease of performance, 

created a new layer of performance, and allowed for new ways for hip-hop performances 

to be delivered.  For people just starting out, the threshold of participation was reduced 

considerably due to the affordability of the newer equipment.  Between 2008 and the 

present, more people have gotten involved with community outreach on multiple levels, 

transplants continue to come to Tucson every year and more become involved in Tucson 

hip-hop, and the University of Arizona became the first university in the nation to offer a 

minor in Hip-Hop Studies.  Other universities have offered degrees in hip-hop, such as 

McNally Smith College of Music’s diploma in Hip Hop studies that is about music 

techniques in hip-hop, Tiffin University’s music performance degree with a focus on beat 

making and MCing, and North Carolina Central University’s history degree with a 

concentration in hip-hop. 

 As Herm continued to play at various venues and private events in Tucson, he 

started to gauge the ideal setting for deejaying.  His residency at La Cocina allowed him 
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to have an open format85 that was inclusive regardless of age or attire and using this 

format he created a recurring event, at first weekly but now only monthly, entitled, “The 

Kitchen Sync.” The title is a triple entendre.  La Cocina is Spanish for kitchen, sync for 

togetherness, and the kitchen sink in terms of the open format.  Because of the format of 

these shows, everyone in attendance knew that multiple genres would be exhibited and 

that multiple techniques would be employed.  The initial reason for creating these events 

in such a manner was to recall backyard parties where everyone, no matter their age, 

could participate.   

 Transplants have continued to come to Tucson through military affiliations and 

engagements with Davis-Monthan.  Tige Lewis, a.k.a. DJ Touch, moved to Tucson in 

2011 because his wife was stationed at the Air Force base.  He is originally from 

Baltimore but moved and deejayed all over the world throughout the term of his own 

military service.  It was through DJ Tag that Touch was invited to La Cocina to meet DJ 

Alias.  The following week he was invited to perform and that was when he met Herm.  

Alberto Smith, a.k.a. DJ L3XX, has had multiple short-term stints in Tucson since the 

‘80s but was also introduced to DJ Bonus, DJ Phatsoul, and DJ Alias at La Cocina in 

2013.  From there, L3XX and DJ Phatsoul were invited to Mr. Head’s to spin with DJ 

Phen and Capt. Antenna.  Nathanial Seeney, a.k.a. DJ Phox, an Air Force veteran 

originally from Fayetteville, North Carolina, was introduced to L3XX, Touch, and 

Jahmar Intl. through DJ Pain in 2017.  Thus the military, directly or indirectly, has and 

continues to contribute to the increasing number of hip-hop practitioners in Tucson. 

                                                 
85 Open Format is a term used to describe the song choice that a deejay will play at a particular 

event, highlighting that all genres of music are allowed to be played. 
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 Community involvement has continued to be a staple within Tucson through hip-

hop.  DJ Alias continued to work at Skrappy’s until it closed in 2009.  He then created the 

RebelArte Collective that brought hip-hop culture back to the community through park 

jams and went to schools and spoke about the different elements of hip-hop culture. Past 

and current projects used for education utilize a long-standing tradition of ciphers.  Matt 

Love, a.k.a. DJ Love, is a part of a crew called the Beat Drop Kidz that works with six 

schools in Tucson to teach breakdance and offers the opportunity to learn other elements 

of hip-hop culture to interested parties, as well.  Jahmar Intl. gets invited to talk to 

students about marketing, offering a perspective on the business side of hip-hop music 

that is so often overlooked.  DJ Phen created beat-making workshops for children to 

teach aspects of production.  Chuckie Chingon also organized another b-boy jam to 

fundraise for a high school wrestling team, this time inviting Michael Chambers, better 

known as Boogaloo Shrimp from the films Breakin’ and Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo to 

provide a historical perspective and to judge a breakdance competition.  Other people, 

like JR and Pike, occasionally deejay at the Boys and Girls club or at the Global Justice 

Center in their attempts to include children in their community outreach efforts. 

 While many hip-hop community members have worked to educate young people 

about hip-hop culture, others have also reached out to the community in other ways.  

Jahmar Intl. created an organization called “DJs Against Hunger” which holds various 

events in Amory Park in December to support Tucson’s homeless community by 

providing water, food, clothes, and music.  L3XX has also been a part of this event and 

many others are adamant about supporting this cause.  JR believes that his job “is giving 

back to the community as a deejay in hip-hop [by making sure] they are going back to 
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work on Monday energized.”86  Touch has deejayed at charity events through Veteran’s 

Affairs (VA) during which he employs hip-hop techniques while deejaying.  He claims 

that the audience members at these events are largely unaware of his background or the 

source of his techniques.  These initiatives, both direct and indirect, highlight that deejays 

are not only interested in advancing their art but also in providing services to their 

community. Whether that service takes the form of tangible goods, such as food and 

clothes, or intangible outcomes, such as the emotional benefit of providing a good 

experience, deejays forge connections in Tucson and work to highlight hip-hop as a 

vehicle for community involvement. 

 One of the most influential technological advancements, in terms of impact and 

use, was the DVS system, most notably Serato.  Serato, and other similar programs, 

created a converter for analog vinyl records to be digitized and manipulated via laptop 

software.  This program, and others like it, greatly simplified setup at performances 

because deejays no longer needed to bring crates of records to a show, instead they could 

just bring a laptop.  It also made purchasing music less expensive since songs and records 

could be downloaded and reproduced digitally eliminating the need for deejays to keep 

multiple copies of the same source material.  Since deejays routinely stocked multiple 

copies of their records in case of damage or in order to use different samples from the 

same record at the same time, this represents a substantial reduction in cost.  Serato also 

added a visual interface which displays the sound waves of tracks in real time making it 

easier to beat-match.  As the program continued to evolve, it allowed for cue points to be 

saved to tracks and eventually added the controversial “auto-sync” feature that removed 

                                                 
86 JR Harrison, interview by author, Tucson, March 6, 2018. 
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the need for beat-matching altogether.  Virtually every deejay in Tucson takes advantage 

of Serato because of how greatly it simplifies the entire process of live mixing.  Jahmar 

Intl. and JR Harrison both learned how to use Serato under the guidance of DJ Master 

Monk, again continuing the tradition of master-student relationships within deejaying.87  

Jahmar Intl. recalls spending $699 at Guitar Center when it first came out.  The price has 

consistently dropped to where, in 2017, the full software suite cost only $99.  The 

decreasing price points of controllers and programs like Serato have lowered the barriers 

to entry for new deejays and increased the overall level of participation in the art, for 

better or worse. 

 One person that was able to start participation in Tucson hip-hop, initially through 

controllers and Serato was DJ Jam-Is-On.  Inspired by Anna Kendrick’s character in 

Pitch Perfect (2012), DJ Jam-Is-On took an interest in production.  Once his wife gifted 

him a controller and software, he started to actively engage in hip-hop and to practice the 

craft of deejaying.  His wife also introduced him to DJ Phatsoul and shortly afterward he 

met DJ Alias and Herm at a local venue called the Flycatcher.  After practicing with a 

controller for a couple years, he upgraded his equipment to a DVS system which created 

for him an entirely new learning curve with regards to the movable platters that physical 

turntables provide.88  It only took DJ Jam-Is-On three years to graduate to live 

performance, and he now routinely performs throughout Tucson and on Internet radio 

stations such as WRMX. 

                                                 
87 Keyes, Rap Music and Street Consciousness, 59. 

  
88 DJ Jam-Is-On, Facebook Message conversation with author, November 17, 2017 
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 The rise of the Internet has provided multiple outlets for Tucson hip-hop 

community members to promote and support one another.  One avenue that DJ REMIX 

utilized is the ability to create and run the WRMX Internet radio station, where deejays 

can play whatever they want without the constraints of payola,89 as well as provide an 

additional outlet for local artists to be showcased in interviews and have their music 

played.  WRMX provides twenty-four hours of local hip-hop as compared to local 

community stations that limit it to Wednesday nights from 12:00am-2:00am.  Multiple 

deejays have played on WRMX such as REMIX, Touch, L3XX, DJ Jam-Is-On, DJ Love, 

and Phatsoul.  

 Social media, such as Facebook and Instagram, has also provided outlets for 

community growth and event promotion.  DJ Jam-Is-On created a Facebook group called 

PEGS, which stands for “Practicing Everyday Generates Success,” for deejays from all 

over the world to upload videos of their routines to have other practitioners comment and 

critique.  Herm created the hashtag #HermsRefried to showcase his blends90 and 

ultimately promote his events.  Social media has provided a less expensive and more 

expedient means to reach a larger audience for event promotion.  It also provided an 

opportunity for everyone, especially older generations, to be able to connect to their local 

communities without the need to hand out flyers.  As Herm says, “I am 43 years old, I do 

not want to be handing out flyers to a 21-year-old.”91  Through the use of social media, 

                                                 
89 Payola is when representatives of an artist pay to have songs played on the radio.  

 
90 A blend is a compositional technique used by a deejay to take the instrumental of one track and 

the a capella of another and put them together to create a new song.   

  
91 Herm, interview by author, Tucson, March 13, 2018. 
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the older generation of hip-hop artists are still able to showcase their skills and promote 

their events to the younger generation of hip-hop enthusiasts and performers.   

 Another contribution to the growth of the hip-hop community in Tucson is the 

University of Arizona’s approval of a hip-hop studies minor in 2013.  When Dr. Alain-

Philippe Durand arrived in Tucson in 2010, he was named the Director of Africana 

Studies at the University of Arizona.  Prior to his arrival, he had already worked on other 

hip-hop oriented projects, such as completing a book about hip-hop.  Working with other 

professors, such as Dr. Tani Sanchez, Dr. Praise Zenenga, Dr. Alex Nava, and Dr. John 

Melillso, Dr. Durand initiated the creation of the hip-hop studies minor.  Once it was 

approved, the professors applied for a grant to create a celebration of the creation of the 

hip-hop studies minor.  For the celebration of the minor, Dr. Alain-Philippe Durand and 

Dr. Praise Zenenga, along with others, were able to bring 2010’s IDA World Champion 

of Scratching, DJ Odilon, for a performance on campus (see Figure 3).  This event 

happened in February 2013, one semester before the official start of the minor, to create 

campus interest in hip-hop as well as to recognize the efforts that these professors had 

expended for the minor to be realized.   

Other performances in celebration of the minor included members of the local 

hip-hop community.  The initial creation of the hip-hop minor was for the University, and 

the community involvement aspect developed organically as professors formed 

relationships with Tucson community members through the course of their research.  As 

Dr. Durand states, “It is not that the college discovered it, it was always there.”92  Dr. 

                                                 
92 Alain-Philippe Durand, interview by author, Tucson, March 1, 2018.   
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Zenenga highlights that “The University has a mission to engage with the community.”93  

Hip-Hop is one means through which the University has been able to forge a bond and 

strengthen these bonds with the surrounding city by providing financial support to events 

and residencies for touring lecturers, such as Grandmaster Flash’s first ever visit to a 

college campus on February 28, 2017.   

 

Figure 3: DJ Odilon Flyer 

One of the first graduates with a minor in hip-hop studies was Jocelyn Valencia, 

who moved from Nogales, Arizona to Tucson to attend college.  After a stint in LA, she 

returned with the goal in mind to create a hip-hop themed charity event called “The 

                                                 
93 Praise Zenenga, interview by author, Tucson, February 27, 2018, Transcribed by Troy Jackson. 
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Elements.”  A tweet of hers was answered serendipitously by Pike Romero, and 

ultimately the two formed a professional partnership which would lead to the creation of 

the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival, the largest community-based event that Tucson Hip-Hop 

provides. 

 Community involvement continues to be a staple within Tucson through hip-hop.  

Through events, parks, employment, university involvement, social media, and advancing 

technology the hip-hop community is increasing in size every year.  Keyes claims that: 

Rap music [and hip-hop] serves as a vehicle for social control and cohesiveness.  

Community based organizations created by hip-hop artists provide alternative 

solutions to certain crises affecting the members of the hip-hop nation and their 

respective communities.  Thus, it offers youth creative and effective ways to 

collectively rechannel…and refocus their energies in lieu of riotous incidents.94 

 

Local hip-hop deejays, either from Tucson or transplanted to Tucson, have provided 

multiple outlets for growth within the hip-hop community and in the greater Tucson 

community.  While Rose claims that “identity is rooted in specific, local experience[s],”95 

the local experiences of Tucson are rooted in a confluence of people from all over the 

nation and the world. 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
94 Keyes, Rap Music and Street Consciousness, 229 

 
95 Rose, Black Noise, 34. 
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Chapter 2: My Crutch, My Craft, My Technics: 

The Relationship Between a Deejay and his Technology in Tucson 

 

 Deejays are the cornerstone of hip-hop culture.  They provided the musical 

backdrop to the original hip-hop parties and continue to do so to the present-day.  The 

collage of samples and source materials that they use comes from a variety of genres that 

are manipulated in various ways.  Joseph G. Schloss suggests that they adjust music of 

any style to align with an African American aesthetic.96  This approach to deejaying 

represents the cyclical nature of music.  As DJ Semtix states, “The hands that rock the 

turntable is the Alpha and Omega, the creator and sustainer of culture,” in which he 

understands that the hip-hop deejay is the creator of new culture, being hip-hop, as well 

as the sustainer of existing culture, as in the various pre-existing source material used for 

hip-hop.97  This music takes different inspirations and different styles and becomes hip-

hop through communal use and endless combinations.  It further fuels the community-

based art by feeding off the audiences’ response.  While the audience does not 

necessarily provide the musical make-up of the performance, it does impact what songs 

are played and influences how the deejay will structure his performance based on their 

reaction.  As I continue to address issues of style, I want to note that all these so-called 

hip-hop deejays identify simply as deejays.  While hip-hop techniques are utilized, they 

want outsiders to recognize that those techniques are just elements of what they do as a 

deejay; they do not wish to be judged based only on a single aspect of their stylistic 

preference.  The collective efforts and influences that they put into their art is what 

                                                 
96 Joseph G. Schloss, Making Beats:  The Art of Sample-Based Hip-Hop (Middletown, CT: 

Wesleyan University Press, 2004), 33. 

 
97 DJ Semtix, Hip Hop Raised Me, 29. 
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defines their deejaying.  This chapter will address how the advancement of technology 

has changed the performance practice, ideologies, and the performance venues available 

to local Tucson deejays.  

 Deejaying prior to hip-hop is a long-standing tradition centered on listening to 

music.  The precursors to the turntable are Thomas Edison’s phonograph, patented in 

1877, and Emile Berliner’s gramophone, patented in 1887.  By the 20th century, record 

players became the most popular way to listen to music in the home.  As radio 

broadcasting became more prominent in the 1940s, disc jockeys, the earliest form of a 

deejay, started to use dual turntables during broadcasts.98  After disc jockeys were using 

dual turntables for broadcast purposes, technological advances aided in the development 

of a new method for mixing by using mixers.  Francis Grass is credited as the first deejay 

to use a mixer to seamlessly beat-match in 1969.99  The use of the two turntables and a 

mixer to play music and to seamlessly beat-match between tracks is the foundation of 

hip-hop deejaying. 

 Deejaying is the first element of hip-hop, becoming the cornerstone of the culture.  

It was through extended techniques, such as dropping the needle on instrumental sections 

of songs, that hip-hop deejays started to manipulate the turntables and it was these 

manipulations that allowed them to listen to music in a new way.  DJ Kool Herc was the 

first to do this at his parties in the 1970s.  His innovations with the turntables made 

deejaying the first recognizable element of hip-hop and became the cornerstone of hip-

hop culture.  Soon after, Grandmaster Flash created the backspin, a technique whereby 

                                                 
98 DJ Semtix, Hip Hop Raised Me, 29. 
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where he extended instrumental sections by physically touching the vinyl and spinning it 

back to the beginning of the break.  Grandwizzard Theodore, on the other hand, is 

credited as being the first to stumble upon “the scratch.”100  While practicing the backspin 

technique, Grandwizzard Theodore did not mute the record while it was spinning 

backwards.  The noise generated was then developed into different rhythmic variations 

giving vinyl records a new application as an instrument in its own right.  Combined with 

vinyl’s ability to playback specific sections or grooves in loops, the basic techniques for 

hip-hop deejaying was now established and its style could be taught and sustained. 

 Technological advances over the years, have also changed how deejays perform.  

New hardware, the transition to a digital age, the affordability and accessibility of 

software, and the manner in which evolving consumer technologies have changed the 

way that audiences listen to and interact with music, have all influenced the techniques 

employed by deejays as they attempt to innovate and develop their own personal styles in 

an ever-changing musical environ.  One of the most influential technological 

advancements was the rise of the digital sampler.  By being able to record a sample using 

a digital sampler, hip-hop musicians were able to expand on the breaks.101  Hip-Hop 

artists, like deejays (who later became producers), utilized samplers to copy and paste 

their favorite drum fills, beats, or guitar riffs, realizing their ideas and experimenting with 

their source material with much less physical work.102  Many deejays that used samplers  

became producers because the elaborate creations made possible by way of samplers 
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were part of a studio-based process rather than something performed as part of a live 

show.  Deejays for live events, however, still used samplers for mixing and transition 

techniques.  The samples taken live, by necessity, are manipulated in less elaborate ways, 

such as looping (and later loop rolls) and punch phrasing.  Looping is simply sampling a 

section of a pre-existing song and repeating it over and over again.  Loop rolls are much 

the same but also vary the length of the loop, such as beginning with a 4-beat loop, then a 

2-beat, then 1-beat etc., for an effect.  Looping does not change the sound of the music 

per se, but it does change how an audience listens to and engages with the music.103  The 

ways deejays manipulate their source materials might seem trivial at first, but the results 

are vastly different from the original compositions.  A Punch phrase is when a sampled 

melody, riff, or hook, is sampled then layered on top of another song for a short period of 

time as an effect or embellishment without the need to actually transition to the sampled 

song.   

As technology progressed, and transitioned to digital, samplers (or sampling 

functions) have been added to much of the available software allowing for ease of access 

for deejays of all types (general deejays, hip-hop deejays, EDM deejays, etc.).  

Technological changes, though, are a source of constant attack on the position of the 

deejay as the cornerstone of hip-hop.104  With the widespread use of samplers and the 

transition from a live party scene to a greater emphasis on studio production, deejays are 

being replaced by producers and MCs as the most vital aspect of hip-hop culture.  

Deejays fight to maintain their cultural importance by finding ways to manipulate 
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technological advances to suit their needs and also by continuing to hone their skills and 

innovate using current technologies.  Nevertheless, many hip-hop deejays continue to 

perform with only the basic set up of two turntables, a mixer, and a crate of records.  Still, 

there are those who have fallen prey to using technology as a crutch and could not 

perform without software, such as Serato. 

 

Pre-Deejaying 

 The most important part of a deejay’s equipment is the source music.  This is true 

for all deejays, including the Tucson deejays.  DJ Phatsoul was identified as an avid 

music collector in 1982 before transitioning into deejaying in 1985.105  DJ Unknown 

started his collection through his required community service at The Tucson Weekly 

magazine by acquiring records that the magazine no longer needed after their initial 

music review was finished.  Herm recalls having his parents take him to multiple record 

stores to be the first to purchase new albums that would typically be released on 

Tuesdays.  Through collecting music and borrowing/learning their parent’s music, these 

individuals began crate-digging, first to merely find music but later in search of music to 

manipulate and sample.106  It was through crate-digging that deejays educated themselves 

on unfamiliar styles of music and learned about the characteristic sounds of particular 

artists and/or labels.107  Early mixers did not have individual equalization (EQs) so 

deejays had to develop an ear specifically for the differences in studio sound quality from 
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each individual record label.  Before any of these deejays could experiment with 

hardware, they first needed to collect a substantial amount of music. 

 The search for usable source material in Tucson, and elsewhere, was initially 

more expensive and tedious during the early days of deejaying and prior to the rise of 

MP3s and other digital outlets.  Crate-digging, or the act of searching for rare records at a 

record store, was initially the only method to find music. Moreover, in the early days, 

Deejays had to develop an ear for tempo and understand the potential harmonic 

relationships between songs as these elements were fixed.  They either had to beat-

count108 the records beforehand or determine by ear alone if a new song could work well 

with another.  Deejays also had to rely on radio, word of mouth, and their own impulse to 

actively find usable music and in this pursuit could spend hours in a record store to 

develop their own personal libraries and to construct their sets.  The cost of building a 

library was one of the most substantial barriers to entry in the field of deejaying.  

Additionally, if a deejay wanted to juggle they had to purchase two copies of each 

record.109  Because of the costs associated with building a usable library, as well as those 

associated with acquiring the necessary hardware, deejaying proved to be more costly 

than learning most traditional instruments.110 

 Through media, such as film and television, as well as both direct and indirect 

observation, deejays learned how to manipulate the hardware that they were going to use.  

DJ Phatsoul learned by observing his brother.  Jahmar Intl. initially learned through his 

                                                 
108 Beat-counting established tempo and phrasing for each song.  
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father and then learned Serato through DJ Master Monk.  Herm and DJ Alias both credit 

hip-hop films that exposed them to the art of deejaying.  It is through these outside 

influences that deejays learned not only how to playback their music but how to 

transform it into usable chunks that could be used in original compositions. 

 

Pre-Technics 1200s and Early Mixers: The Tucson Deejay’s Beginning  

 In terms of hardware, the most vital aspects of a deejay’s equipment are a 

combination of a device to play the songs, such as turntables or tape decks, and a mixer.  

Most commonly two turntables were used to accommodate the vinyl format of records.  

Prior to the digital age, the lack of affordability of this hardware gave entry to deejaying a 

higher threshold than current standards.  Because of the high costs of entry, those that 

chose to continue had to do so by various means.  Some deejays like, DJ Unknown let his 

friends learn on his equipment.  Capt. Antenna started deejaying in the mid-90s with tape 

decks, by then a fairly outdated technology, and Jahmar Intl remembers having to use two 

portable Walkman CD players before he could afford the proper equipment.  

 Tucson deejays that could afford turntables had to choose between direct drive 

and belt drive turntables, the former was by far the better suited of the two, but it was also 

much more expensive.  The difference between direct and belt drive turntables is the 

mechanics of how the machine makes the platters turn the vinyl.  Belt drive turntables 

attach a rubber belt from the motor to the platter.  The main problem with belt drive 

turntables is that they were not made for the manipulations of vinyl required in deejaying.  

The belt does not allow the platter to spin when a deejay maneuvers the vinyl which 

creates latency when mixing two records together.  In other words, the transitions are not 
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as clean as they need to be because the records have to build back up to the rotation speed 

that was established before manipulation.  Additionally, because of the mechanism of 

rotation, belt drive turntables can wobble and belts can snap apart during a set bringing 

performances to an abrupt end.  Direct drive turntables, on the other hand, have a motor 

that turns the platters.  Because the motor constantly runs, the motions of a record’s 

rotation are more consistent.  There are still issues of slight delay, but they are more 

manageable than belt drives.  Due to the obvious benefits of direct drive turntables, 

deejays would transition immediately to direct drive turntables as soon as they could 

afford it or were fortunate enough to be gifted a set.  Because of their cost, a number of 

Tucson deejays started on or, in Capt. Antenna’s case, upgraded to belt driven turntables.  

DJ Phatsoul had lower end Technics brand turntables when he started in the 1980s.  Pike 

Romero was gifted a set of belt driven Technics SL-23A and Capt. Antenna upgraded to 

a set of belt driven turntables in the late 1990s.  Ultimately, as deejays gained experience, 

knowledge, and wealth, each would upgrade to direct drive turntables because they were 

simply superior. 

 Mixers also advanced throughout the years and many have emerged specifically 

designed for deejaying but a lot of deejays began their craft by appropriating mixers 

meant for other purposes.  DJ Phatsoul combined his lower-end Technics with an RCA 

Realistic Mixer which only had upfaders.111  Pike Romero was gifted a Clubman 5000.  

His mixer was made in 1976, prior to the rise of hip-hop deejaying.  Though these mixers 

were not made for deejaying they were repurposed by early deejays and allowed for both 

scratching and mixing.  According to Sophy Smith, mixing has four functions, “to 
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overlay two different tracks, to create a seamless transition, …extend the length of the 

track, or to create echo effects.”112  These early mixers served these purposes well 

enough. 

 The early stages of deejaying prior to the digital age were marked by a lack of 

accessibility and affordability of the necessary equipment offset only by the drive and 

perseverance of early innovators.  Equipment of all types was repurposed for deejaying.  

Nevertheless, the quintessential equipment has not changed much.113  As prices and 

technology have started to cater to the needs of the deejay, the market for deejaying 

equipment has started to expand. 

 

The Deejay: The Preference, the Target 

 As Tucson deejays continued to perform, they started to develop their own 

preferences in turntables and mixers.  Technological innovations and preferences among 

deejays began to be shaped by the techniques and preferences of the influential deejays of 

the time, such as Jazzy Jay and Grandmaster Flash.114  It was during this time that the 

growing affordability of equipment resulted in nearly all Tucson deejays purchasing 

Technics 1200 turntables.  The rise of deejay performance and popularity has also led to 

the development of mixers specifically meant for deejaying. 

 By the early 1990s, Technics 1200 had become the industry’s gold standard due 

to their durability, their patented quartz motor, which provided greater torque, and the 
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preference for them by inspirational deejays like Kool Herc.  With Kool Herc and other 

deejays using Technics, they became Technics unofficial brand ambassadors.115  

Technics also had other media and hip-hop related outlets that maintained their status as 

the best turntable.  The DMC turntablist competition only allowed Technics to be used 

during competition.  Throughout the 1980s and 90s, Technics were being showcased by 

virtually everyone that deejayed, such as Jam Master Jay’s deejaying in any Run DMC 

music video on MTV or in other hip-hop films such as Juice.  The widespread use by 

influential deejays was one of the main reasons why deejays aspired to acquire a set of 

Technics 1200s.  André Sirois also describes why deejays loved the Technics 1200 and 

states that it was because the turntables “dampened vibrations and eliminated feedback in 

loud environments.”116   By the time that the Technics 1200 were discontinued in 2010, 

every deejay in this study either owned at least a pair or was still trying to acquire them.  

The price point of Technics before and after the announcement of discontinuation 

demonstrate how valuable the Technics 1200s are to deejays.  At the time of this study, 

the current price for a used set of working Technics 1200 turntables ranges between 

$600-$4,000. 

 Mixers also underwent a transformation as they were tailored to meet the needs of 

the deejay.  The size of these new mixers was reduced from a 19” rack mount to a 10” 

battle mixer, specifically for turntablism.  Additionally, cross-faders117 were upgraded to 

increase durability for extended usage.  Cross-faders tended to bleed, i.e. allow sounds to 
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come from a channel when it was supposed to be in a mute position.  These new mixers 

solved this problem and allowed for more channels to increase the number of inputs.  

They also started to add effects and other functions which made deejaying easier.  DJ 

Phatsoul went through multiple changes in mixers prior to the digital age of deejaying.  

He replaced his RCA Realistic mixer with a Vestax mixer that included a cross fader.  

Within a year, he replaced the Vextax with a Numark that had more functions like a beat 

counter and a “beat in sync” display which offered the first visual aid for beat-matching, 

the most fundamental technique required for any style of deejaying.  The Numark also 

had features like a transform button that would “chop up” the sound if the deejay never 

learned how to do a transform scratch.118  These effects, functions, and visual aids made 

the technology and skillset needed for deejaying far more inclusive.  The craft is 

becoming easier to learn for beginners, but the technology is also offering more advanced 

effects for experienced deejays to add to their repertoire.   

 Other mixers have allowed for multiple channels which make it possible for 

deejays to make use of multiple formats.  DJ L3XX and DJ Phatsoul are just two 

examples of deejays that have used four channel mixers to allow for a combination of 

turntables, tape decks, and skip-proof CD players, to accommodate all the different 

formats from vinyl, to cassette, to compact discs, to even external samplers for use in live 

sets.  The increase of CD usage led to the development of CDJs (Compact Disc Jockey) 

which are mixing controllers for CDs that functioned the same way as turntables do for 

vinyl.  This increase of CDJs highlights a transition to something that accommodates an 

easier-to-transport format (CDs) as compared to vinyl.   

                                                 
118 A transform scratch is a turntablism technique employed by a deejay by rapidly moving or 

flicking the cross fader back and forth while concurrently scratching a record. 
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 As we approached the Digital Age, formats and technological advances expanded 

more and more, making it easier to master the art of deejaying.  From functionality, such 

as the beat-counter, to more accessible formats and the use of controllers, the avenues for 

inclusion in connection with the rise of turntablism have expanded the tools of expression 

while at the same time lowering the skill threshold for participating in deejaying. 

 

The Digital Age (2000-Present) 

 The Digital Age was marked by the incorporation of drastic shifts in equipment 

and style.  Format changes in source material changed the way people listened to music 

and consequently altered the way that deejays performed.  Napster, MP3s, and the iPod 

shuffle have all contributed to the changing ways that consumers listen to and access 

music.  Prior to the rise of the single, consumers would purchase a vinyl record, CD, or 

cassette tape and would listen to a single artist.  While there were avenues to create 

mixtapes prior to the late ‘90s and into the early 2000s, it was not as accessible as 

creating a playlist by purchasing a single song or peer-to-peer file sharing, like Napster.  

Once consumers were able to easily listen to music of varying genres, and developed a 

preference for it, deejays had to change their approach to performance.  They had to vary 

their source material to better align with the new approach of listening to music that their 

audience had adopted.   

 Serato, and other similar software, helped transition deejays from analog format 

to digital.  This software “changed the game.”119  It uses MP3 and other digital audio files 

and allows deejays to use a laptop’s music library with controllers and an embedded 
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timecode on control vinyl to continue performing as they have grown accustomed.  Using 

a DAC (Digital to Analog Converter), deejays can use their analog set-up with a digital 

interface, such as Serato.  “Vinyl records are still hip hop’s most authentic medium,” and 

a DAC is able to maintain that authenticity while updating the technology.120  The reason 

that vinyl records are hip-hop’s most authentic medium is because the whole culture 

started from the manipulation of vinyl records to play the breaks and scratch.  Vinyl is the 

origin of it all.  DACs were able to maintain vinyl’s authenticity because it could use an 

analog interface to generate a digital output.  Since its inception, Serato has become the 

standard for the Tucson deejay community.  As a result, travel and performance have 

become much easier because deejays now only needed to bring their laptop loaded with 

the correct software, rather than hauling multiple crates of vinyl or CDs.  It also added 

live production possibilities, such as hot cues and effects added through the software.  

Additionally, a visual element was incorporated into beat-matching and now deejays do 

not even have to rely on their ear; instead they can line up wave forms displayed by the 

software.  Deejays also have had their preparation time reduced drastically because BPM 

generation can be performed through this software as well.  Serato has also made source 

material less costly, both in terms of the finances needed to acquire a library and in terms 

of the time required to sort, access, and utilize the material in performance.  
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The Online Outlet and PEGS 

 The rise of social media has impacted the way that deejays play and promote their 

music in all regions, including Tucson.  L3XX explains that prior to social media, the 

best deejay was the one that had the loudest system, the best technique, and could throw 

the best party.  Now, success depends completely on who has the biggest following on 

social media.  Social media outlets and the need for followers has shifted the importance 

from skill to marketability.  Social media has also made it possible for people “to become 

deejays and never leave their house.”121  Social media and the Internet have also been 

exploited as educational tools to connect the deejay community together through online 

ciphers.  

To support the hip-hop community, Facebook group PEGS (Practicing Everyday 

Generates Success) created one such online cipher.  It is within such ciphers that hip-hop 

communities promote individual growth and the mastery of the craft.  Thus, all 

participants are students as well as teachers.  The communal aspect of learning heightens 

individual talents yet benefits all participants by increasing exposure.  This group, created 

by DJ Jam-Is-On, is a modern example of a hip-hop deejay cipher where its members 

upload videos of their practices, create themes to showcase technical elements of their 

musicianship and support each other’s growth by positive reinforcement and critical 

commentary. 

A useful methodology for analyzing PEGS is Kiri Miller’s Amateur-to-Amateur 

(A2A) pedagogy.  Her definition of amateurs are people that “do things because they 
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want to.”122 A2A pedagogy consists of five core traits that overall result in the sharing of 

“kinesthetic knowledge, not digital files.”123  The five traits that she outlines for A2A 

pedagogy are: 

1. A2A destabilizes teacher-student relationships. 

2. A2A discourse flourishes in connection with practices that involve canons, 

codified techniques, acknowledged master practitioners, and instruments that 

shape practitioners embodied experience. 

3. A2A pedagogy inspires creative experimentations with available media 

technology and expressive styles. 

4. A2A pedagogy generates a sense of mutual obligation, emotional investments, 

and social connection among participants. 

5. A2A discourse constantly invokes competing standards, definitions, norms, 

and authorities.124 

According to these five traits, PEGS is an example of A2A pedagogy by being an online 

cipher that serves the Tucson hip-hop deejays as well as deejays from all over the 

country. 

PEGS was originally created as an extension of video recordings of DJ Jam-Is-

On’s practice sessions.  In late October 2017, he wanted to start practicing more 

consistently and he wanted to record his sessions for self-reflection.  While discussing his 

practice routines and recordings with other deejays, he realized the mutual benefit for 

communal sharing and how this could foster hip-hop technique and create a support 

structure for Tucson deejays by Tucson deejays.125  Once created he became the 
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moderator to make sure that the original intent of positive reinforcement stayed intact.  

The description of the group reads: 

This is a place where DJs of all experience levels can share and learn tips, tricks, 

techniques, post tutorials and practice videos.  This ensures that there is the 

opportunity to share, collaborate, teach and learn.  Post your practice vids and get 

feedback.  Share tips on how to get that transition just right.  Anything that you 

can teach another so they can practice to get better is what we need.  Practicing 

Everyday Generates Success, that’s what PEGS is here for. 

 

Please be respectful and constructive in your critiques and comments, we are here 

to help and learn, and bring others up..not to put anyone down.  Negativity will 

not be tolerated in this group.  As one DJ I know always says Each One Teach 

One.  Let’s do this!!!126  

 

Since the group’s inception, the goal has been consistent.  Sixty-one members 

have joined, both from the Tucson community and from outside the city, and a plethora 

of videos, comments, and questions have been generated.  Each video is between one and 

four minutes in length and demonstrates a particular technique that the deejay is 

practicing, such as a juggle, hand independency, mixing, and blending.  These techniques 

are then honed for mixes that are between thirty minutes and four hours in length and will 

be performed live.  The uploaded videos examine the independent techniques employed 

that will make the live mix possible. PEGS exemplifies each trait of Miller’s A2A 

pedagogy theory and, as a result, ensures success in community education as a detailed 

examination will show. 

 

 

 

                                                 
126 PEGS (Practicing Everyday Generates Success) Facebook Group page, accessed February 20, 

2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/375766622881522/. Transcribed exactly as posted. 
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A2A Destabilizes Teacher-Student Relationships 

A cipher is, by its very nature, an example of destabilized teacher-student 

relationship.  Since ciphers acknowledge that members offer their own approach to style, 

technique, and technology, they establish that everyone has something to teach and 

something to learn.  Each upload creates a platform for members to comment, critique, 

and praise the practiced performance.  The uploader, seeking and receiving feedback, 

becomes both a teacher and a student because others can learn from their post while they 

await constructive feedback to fuel their own growth and development.  

For example, in a video titled “Trying to Create My Own Swing Pattern,” Wun 

Moshen uses the phrase “It was love at first sight” from “I Wish” by Carl Thomas as a 

basis for his performance juggle.  Moshen used a three second sample that consisted of a 

bass drum hit, a snare drum hit, and the words “It was Love,” and by manipulation and 

repetition he was able to recycle that sample and repurpose the result.  The original 

source material was in a 4/4 straight beat, but his goal was to take that sample and, 

through manipulation of vinyl, modify it in such a way that the beat would change into a 

swing beat.  The comments on the video consist of other members praising his beat-

juggling mastery along with Moshen offering his trade secrets on his practice regimen.  

When Jamison posted “I can’t do that to save my life,” Moshen responded with “Im 

learning to break it down to different patterns.  Its not hard.  But you need to practice 

simple juggles everyday.  Thats what i do.  I do simple juggles for 30-45 mins.  Then try 

them in songs.”127  Moshen posted a video that highlighted his mastery of the beat-

                                                 
127 Wun Moshen, Facebook Post in PEGS group Facebook page, November 30, 2017, accessed 
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juggling technique, then offered practice tips to the members of PEGS.  Comments on 

other videos are consistent with the goal of education and highlight the way PEGS 

destabilizes teacher-student relationships. 

 

A2A Discourse Flourishes in Connection with Practices that Involve Canons, 

Codified Techniques, Acknowledged Master Practitioners and Instruments that 

Shape Practitioners Embodied Experience 

 

PEGS is a platform for Tucson hip-hop deejays to share practices, to learn from 

each other, and to educate one another.  The canon for hip-hop deejaying is focused on 

the techniques necessary to repurpose pre-existing source material through mixing and 

blending.  Codified techniques are beat-matching to blend and mix tracks, as well as 

extended scratching and beat-juggling techniques which are collectively defined as 

turntablism.  A Turntablist “is a person who uses the turntables not to play music, but to 

manipulate sound and create music.”128  The canon of deejaying, constituted by its 

myriad of codified techniques, are what most of the uploaded videos in PEGS 

demonstrate.  

Along with the techniques involved within performance practices, the members of 

the group have also highlighted recognized master practitioners within the community.  

During interviews and other social media postings on individual Facebook pages, Jazzy 

Jeff, Jam Master Jay, and the Invisibl Skratch Piklz are referenced as highly influential 

deejays in terms of performance practice and equipment usage.  Within the PEGS group, 

shared videos of Chris Karns, a DMC and Redbull 3Style World Champion, along with 

the final round of the 2018 Redbull 3Style 2018 Championships, are viewed and 
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commented on by members.  These videos and the critical commentary they generate are 

meant to acknowledge the best of the best in the field and act as powerful motivators for 

the PEGS community members to continue to develop their skills. 

Instruments that shape the practitioner’s personal experience are consistently 

being updated as the technology improves.  The turntables and mixer are the essential 

instruments that PEGS members utilize; however, controllers that emulate turntables are 

also present within the community.  PEGS welcomes the use of any technology to 

highlight skill.  DJ Touch has stated on multiple occasions that, “It is not the equipment 

that defines a deejay, it’s how a deejay uses the equipment as a tool, not a crutch.”129  The 

instruments, masters, and canon for study highlight how the PEGS exemplifies the 

second trait of A2A pedagogy. 

 

A2A Pedagogy Inspires Creative Experimentations with Media Technology and 

Expressive Styles 

 

While PEGS consists of members that manipulate sound using turntables or 

controllers that emulate turntables, there are still a number of ways that they foster 

creativity with style and technology.  Technological uses are a constant topic of 

discussion and technical demonstrations remain a key element of performance.  Most of 

the deejays that post videos use DVS hardware that connects their analog turntables to a 

digital converter so that they can use their laptop and other technological advancements 

to make use of cue points.  Nevertheless, deejays will sometimes reject a DVS system 

and upload videos of practicing on strictly vinyl records.  Touch often posts videos of his 

practices on non-DVS systems to maintain focus on the particular skill that he is working 
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on.  If he is focusing on “left hand scratching” then he removes the DVS system and cue 

points that may distract him from his primary goal.   

Controllers are also used in video uploads.  There are only a few videos on this 

subject and those that exist either highlight the unique features of a particular controller 

or an individual’s love for deejaying that they announce will not be limited by 

affordability.  The controllers in the videos are roughly between $200-400 which stands 

in stark contrast to the cost of typical DVS set-ups which routinely cost several thousand 

dollars.  The members of PEGS do not discriminate against deejays that use controllers. 

For example, in the video titled “May Not Be on the Beloved TTs…but I’m Still Getting 

My Practice in for the Day” by Rene Ramirez, he openly acknowledges that he is using a 

controller rather than TTs (Technics 1200s).  The members comments include: “Wun 

Moshen: Yooo. Dont Matter. Nice! Keep it Up!” and “Jay Jamison: I don’t care if you 

were using cassettes bro as long as you’re getting it in..sooo dope 

#HouseMusicAllNiteLong.”130   

Other expressive style inspirations include themes for practices such as 

#WordPlay.  Word Play is a stylistic trait in which deejays mix songs together based on 

song titles or lyrics.  The first video to respond to the #WordPlay Challenge was DJ Jam-

Is-On with his transition of “X” by Xzibit into “X Gon’ Give it To Ya” by DMX.131  The 

connecting word that made this transition possible was the letter “X.”  This was followed 

                                                 
130 Rene Ramirez, Facebook Post in PEGS group Facebook page, December 12, 2017, accessed 

February 20, 2018, 

https://www.facebook.com/reneramirez74/videos/g.375766622881522/10210693597837 860/?type=2 

&theater&ifg=1. Transcribed exactly as posted. 

 
131 Jay Jamison, Facebook Post in PEGS group Facebook page, February 13, 2018, accessed 

February 20, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Jumpmanj6/videos/10156007451765420/ 
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by Ed Ferguson’s word play beat juggle on “Step Up If You Wanna Get Hurt.”132  Within 

this phrase, Ferguson took the concept of #WordPlay literally and found a way to 

manipulate or play with the words and create a juggle.  He additionally uploaded another 

video showcasing his ability to transition between “Do This My Way” by Kid n’ Play 

into “Follow the Leader” by Eric B. and Rakim, highlighting his interpretation of 

#WordPlay as a theme of song title transition by having “Follow the Leader” following 

behind the path set up by “Do This My Way.”133  These exemplify derivative 

compositions which is a “cut ‘n’ mix attitude…you borrow it, use it, and give it back to 

the people in a slightly different form.”134  

 

A2A Pedagogy Generates a Sense of Mutual Obligation, Emotional Investments, 

and Social Connection Among Participants 

 

The relationship between the deejay’s love of the craft and PEGS creates a social 

connection that is centered around mastery of their craft.  Challenges like #WordPlay, 

result in uploaded videos that highlight the progression of musicianship, and the 

comments on these videos highlight support, community involvement, and emotional 

investment.  Countless comments show that members constantly refer to each other as 

“family” or “fam” and “brothers” alongside affirmations of love.  These comments also 

demonstrate relationship building from a common bond centered around a love of music.  

 

 

                                                 
132 Ed Ferguson, Facebook Post in PEGS group Facebook page, February 15, 2018, accessed 

February 20, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/ed.ferguson.7564/videos/176815219602047/  

 
133 Ed Ferguson, Facebook Post in PEGS group Facebook page, February 19, 2018, accessed 

February 20, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/ed.ferguson.7564/videos/178096339473935/. 
134 Sirois, Hip-Hop DJs and the Evolution of Technology, 3.  

https://www.facebook.com/ed.ferguson.7564/videos/176815219602047/
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A2A Discourse Constantly Invokes Competing Standards, Definitions, Norms, and 

Authorities 

 

PEGS exemplifies the way authorities and definitions rotate, which member has 

become the standard of a specific technique, and how different themes are interpreted.  

DJ Jam-Is-On is still the moderator and authority figure on what is deemed acceptable, 

but he allows anyone to post content to PEGS.  At the time of this project, no member or 

videos have been removed.  Videos highlighting challenges showcase a new authority 

figure by their mastery, such as the #TouchChallenge, which started with DJ Touch 

uploading a snare juggle routine on “Get Low” by Ludacris.  His routine became the 

standard for other deejays to emulate, ultimately making him the leading authority on the 

snare juggle technique.  Definitions of challenges or techniques are up to a deejay’s 

individual interpretation, such as with the #WordPlay challenge which was interpreted in 

different ways revolving around the manipulation of lyrics, such as the transitions based 

on a letter, or those based on how song titles might fit together.  With each challenge or 

practice video uploaded, the other members of the group either try to meet the standards 

set by the leading authorities or reinterpret the concept and set a new standard. 

A2A pedagogy shares the same characteristic traits as hip-hop ciphers.  While 

there is no physical circle that members participate in, the online format and the 

uploading of videos offers a metaphorical circle in which the members take turns 

showcasing their talents and have other members comment.  PEGS also exemplifies 

Shelemay’s label of an intangible place since it is a virtual arena.135  The online format 

serves the group well as it allows members to connect irrespective of time or geographic 

                                                 
135 Shelemay, “Rethinking the Urban Community: Re(mapping) Musical Processes and Places,” 

207. 
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constraints.  Since most of the deejays have day jobs, the flexibility of such an online 

community maximizes participation and minimizes the impacts of conflicting obligations.  

It also removes the physical and logistic difficulties of transporting equipment and 

finding locations to house multiple deejay set-ups.  Since the goal of PEGS is an 

extension of recording practice sessions, the most logical next step was to go online 

rather than meet face-to-face. 

PEGS highlights hip-hop for the Tucson hip-hop community.  It is an online 

representation of performance practice tailored by hip-hop community members for hip-

hop community members.  It emphasizes Nasir Syed’s notion that the Internet is a 

supplement and a support.136  PEGS is an example of life-long educational platform 

which serves not only to increase the size of the deejay community, but to also foster 

individual growth and cultivate an increased level of musicianship.  

 

Technological Support or Weapon 

Technology is awesome, you can use it as a crutch or a weapon.  I choose to use it 

as a weapon.  We have a bunch of old school guys, or purists, who refuse to see it 

that way.  It was cheating.  It was not cheating.  Should I complain that we have 

airplanes because you had to drive coast to coast?  Technology is good, 

everything is going to have its pros and cons.  I still incorporate turntablism in my 

sets along with technological effects and loop rolls.137  Technology made it more 

accessible and easier but it depends on how you use it.  I am still staying to the 

roots.138 

 

                                                 
136 Timothy Cooley, Katherine Meizel, and Nasir Syed, “Virtual Fieldwork:  Three Case Studies” 

in Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2008), 103. 

 
137 A loop roll is an effect used by deejays that changes the length of a loop, more frequently 

making loops shorter and shorter.  

 
138 DJ Touch, interview by author, Audio recording, Tucson, Arizona, November 19, 2017. 
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The relationship between a deejay and his technology in Tucson is complicated.  

It is every deejay’s crutch on the one hand because they rely on hardware for their craft.  

Nevertheless, it is a tool for manipulation, promotion, and community building on the 

other.  Technology can be used to ease performance, such as the switch to software.  It 

can be used to facilitate community growth, such as with the online cipher and 

promotional platforms.  But it could also be a hindrance, such as the low threshold to 

entry that it has created which ultimately puts additional pressures on established deejays 

and newcomers alike to compete in a saturated market.  Within Tucson, the effects of 

technological advances, good or bad, have influenced how deejays connect with each 

other, how they perform, and how they ultimately maintain employment. 
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Chapter 3: Performance and Community Spaces 

 All the practitioners involved with the Tucson study have a strong connection to a 

hip-hop identity.  Most would agree that hip-hop is “a collaborative art form that brings 

together youth from different neighborhoods and walks of life”139 and that it is a 

phenomenon that “represent[s] a cultural and social change from the bottom-up.”140  

Because of the “bottom-up” ideology, hip-hop practitioners have paved the way for hip-

hop to be included and/or used for multiple services, such as education, outreach, social 

gatherings, and art.  These services incorporate multiple, if not all, hip-hop elements.  

Tucson’s hip-hop personifies Amir Said’s notion of “because of the heavy cross-

participation in each of the four elements, there is much creative, ideological, and 

philosophical overlap.  And the hip hop sensibility was the common thread that 

underscored and linked the four original elements.”141  Throughout Tucson there are 

multiple types of places in which the “hip-hop sensibility” penetrates and influences 

community gatherings.   

Throughout this chapter, I examine the different types of places that serve the 

functions of hip-hop music.  Amir Said claims that there are five functions of hip-hop 

music and they are: to make people move, to entertain, to inform and teach, to serve as 

“art music,” and to provide a coping mechanism for some of the trials of daily life.142  In 

this study, the characteristic traits of the places which house hip-hop are identified in line 

                                                 
139 Jooyoung Lee, Blowin’ Up: Rap Dreams in South Central (Chicago, IL: The University of 

Chicago Press, 2016), 4. 

 
140 Amir Said, The BeatTips Manual: The Art of Beatmaking, the Hip Hop/Rap Music Tradition, 

and the Common Composer, 6th ed. (New York: SuperChamp Books, 2016), 47. 

  
141 Ibid., 67. 

 
142 Ibid., 348.  
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with Elizabeth Chacko and Kay Kaufman Shelemay’s codification of places.  While their 

categorizations are based on ethnic place makers of Ethiopian communities, I have 

repurposed their taxonomic system to service and analysis of the places that hip-hop 

occurs in Tucson.  The Tucson hip-hop community created its own place makers which 

mark the local hip-hop scene, with one of the largest identifiers being the Tucson Hip-

Hop Festival.  

 

Institutions 

 During its relatively short history in Tucson the hip-hop community has become 

embedded in community and maintained its place in local institutions.  These institutions 

include churches, civic and political organizations, and informal and formal community 

organizations,143as well as educational services.  In Tucson, examples include a hip-hop 

infused church, community organizations such as Skrappy’s, and the University of 

Arizona where hip-hop serves as a vehicle of outreach for the College of Humanities and 

Africana Studies Program. 

 The Open Space Church, founded in 2012, is an Evangelical Lutheran Church that 

uses art, including street art, to connect its congregation to God.  While there is no 

regular meeting space, they hold services for small groups within homes or at The Studio 

to provide a space for art and a space for worship.  They promote their openness to 

people of all races, genders, sexual orientations, artistic backgrounds, and of any artistic 

ability.  This openness to different artistic forms has led to increased attention for graffiti 

                                                 
143 Chacko, “Ethiopian Ethos and the Making of Ethnic Places in the Washington Metropolitan 

Area,” 29-30. 
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art; they even host graffiti events, live graffiti art shows, and sometimes create graffiti 

murals together.  Art is a medium the churchgoers use to connect Bible themes and verses 

to themselves.  Graffiti, being one of hip-hop’s four main elements, has embedded itself 

within the Open Space Church.  While it is not an intentional institution for hip-hop, its 

openness resulted its identification with graffiti art.  Even though the Open Space Church 

does not play music, it still serves two of Said’s hip-hop music functions, both by 

informing and teaching its gospel and by providing a coping mechanism. 

 Civic organizations that use hip-hop to increase community involvement are one 

of Tucson hip-hop’s main contributions to the greater Tucson community.  Skrappy’s, as 

one example, was an artistic center for at-risk youth to express themselves.  Skrappy’s 

offered free services and programs for youth.  It was through Skrappy’s that youth like 

Tim Madril learned to breakdance. Madril claimed that hip-hop and Skrappy’s saved his 

life.  DJ Alias, who deejayed for the b-boys, started teaching some of the regulars at 

Skrappy’s how to deejay.  Soon after Skrappy’s closed down, DJ Alias founded the 

RebelArte Collective and Elementary Hip-Hop Skhool which promoted teaching hip-hop 

culture through classes and park jams as an extension of what had begun at Skrappy’s.  

Other members of the Tucson hip-hop community highlight Skrappy’s as well as 

RebelArte Collective, describing how important hip-hop is to the Tucson community.  

These civic organizations address all five functions of hip-hop music; it made people 

move because of its focus on breakdance, it entertained the youth which brought them 

back for additional sessions, it held classes that taught the students about hip-hop, it 

became art music because of its structural and theoretical considerations and uses, and it 

provided a coping mechanism for at-risk youths.   
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 One of the largest institutions for hip-hop in Tucson is the University of Arizona, 

which became the first university in the United States to offer a minor in hip-hop studies 

in 2013.  The hip-hop program was not the only place to examine the historical relevancy 

of hip-hop and how it is used to address and analyze social issues, the University has 

provided support for local hip-hop events as well as a space for touring artists and 

pioneers of hip-hop to present lectures and performances (see Figure 4).  Since Fall 2012, 

twenty-six students have declared a minor in hip-hop studies with eleven completing all 

requirements.  This highlights the hip-hop culture’s inclusion into an academic setting.  

Because of the multiple outlets that the University provides for hip-hop culture, it 

achieves all five functions of hip-hop music. 

 

Figure 4: Grandmaster Flash's First Ever University Lecture at the University of Arizona 
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Sociocommerscapes 

Within Tucson, there are various shops that promote and provide services to the 

hip-hop community.  Sociocommerscapes are considered businesses that offer goods, 

meeting places, and an ability to promote other events.144  The original conception of a 

sociocommerscape is typically applied to immigrant communities and refers to spaces 

that promote and maintain a heritage culture, but I use it to describe the spaces that 

support an artistic cultural community.  I have repurposed the term to describe hip-hop 

shops that provide spaces and goods tailored specifically to the hip-hop community and 

hip-hop fashion. 

 One of the first stores to represent a meeting place for hip-hop in Tucson was 

Club Dada.  Club Dada was a clothing store in Downtown Tucson that the owners 

transformed into a meeting place for after-hours events.  The owners of Club Dada hired 

local graffiti artists to paint their walls, creating symbols and representation of hip-hop, 

and then offered to house all-ages shows after business hours.  This was one of the first 

venues that allowed local hip-hop for all-ages that was not a park jam.  It was during one 

of these events where Herm and DJ Alias recall seeing DJ Z-Trip, now an international 

deejay, play in 1994 and create a stir when he stopped playing “Nothin’ but a G Thang” 

by Dr. Dre featuring Snoop Dogg claiming that it was not hip-hop and then played a 

KRS-One song instead.  Herm and DJ Alias remember how upset the audience was when 

DJ Z-Trip made that remark about what hip-hop is and is not.   

 More examples of hip-hop shops in Tucson are Planet-Z and Rosie’s.  A 

childhood friend of DJ Alias’s opened Planet-Z, to cater to hip-hop by selling records and 

                                                 
144 Shelemay, “Rethinking the Urban Community,” 199. 
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other merchandise.  Planet-Z also offered a space to congregate and participate in hip-hop 

performances, such as battles.  Planet-Z shut down when the owner was incarcerated, but 

when he was released he opened a similar shop called Rosie’s.  Rosie’s ultimately closed 

down after a few years.  These shops held special meaning to Tucson hip-hop artists 

which was expressed in the ten-year anniversary event that they held commemorating 

Planet-Z and Rosie’s closures.   

 Currently, there are two shops in Tucson that represent hip-hop or aspects of hip-

hop culture.  The Underestimated City and Generation Cool both represent Tucson hip-

hop by the items that they sell, and by the owner’s activities within Tucson.  Slobby 

Robbie and JR Harrison sell nostalgia-based items of past pop culture at Generation Cool 

(see Figure 5).  Additionally, they sell items made popular by current national artists, 

such as Gucci Gang.  The Underestimated City is a sportswear shop that connects hip-

hop fashion to Tucson specifically, such as the style of hats and medallions.  It offers one 

outlet for people within Tucson to represent their city while also connecting with national 

trends in fashion.  While neither of these places offer performances, they do offer other 

outlets for hip-hop as a cultural expression.  Generation Cool offers aspects of past 

fashion trends and The Underestimated City connects the city of Tucson to current trends 

in fashion. 
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Figure 5: Decorated Overhead Sheet Door for Generation Kool 

 The hip-hop sociocommerscapes in Tucson do not necessarily accomplish any of 

Said’s five functions of hip-hop music consistently.  Occasionally when a venue hosts a 

show or battle they exemplify the entertaining function of hip-hop music, but overall the 

shops provide support for local hip-hop artists and are owned by people who are heavily 

influenced by hip-hop culture.   

 

Intangible Places 

 Intangible places within Tucson are best represented by a virtual presence that 

serves local hip-hop.  One aspect of an intangible place is the PEGS Facebook group as 

previously discussed.  Other outlets include different radio stations and the representation 

on television. 
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 One of the largest consistent incorporations of local Tucson hip-hop is the 

WRMX Internet radio station.  Founded by DJ REMIX in 2016, WRMX offers local hip-

hop artists, deejays, and rappers/rap groups a venue to have their music played, to 

perform live on air, and also to share their thoughts on hip-hop, hip-hop culture and 

deejaying via live interviews.  While the deejays of the radio station invite submissions 

from everyone, the vast majority of performances of underground hip-hop comes from 

local artists.  During live deejay sets, the deejays are allowed to play whatever they want, 

without the constraints of payola and with less censorship restrictions.  It is the personal 

preference of the deejays to try and keep it PG-13, but not a requirement.145  It is one of 

the only venues where a deejay can play whatever and how ever they like.  For example, 

during a broadcast on January 18, 2018, DJ Jam-Is On played 22 songs an hour for a two 

hour set featuring male-dominated hip-hop from the 1990s.  While other genres and 

artists were included, like Prince and Luthor Vandross, his set focused on hip-hop and 

was tailored to a hip-hop radio audience.146  While listening to the rotation on Monday, 

February 19th, 2018, it was virtually all Tucson hip-hop artists, with multiple tracks from 

the Jivin’ Scientists, Cash Lansky, and Jaca Zulu.147  WRMX serves as one of the 

consistent places in Tucson that offers artists a way to get heard and offers deejays a 

reliable venue.  WRMX is an example of how “community radio…allow[s] for a liberty 

of expression that is by definition underground without pretensions to become 

                                                 
145 “Contact,” WRMX Radio Network, accessed June 3, 2018,  www.wrmxradio.net/contact. 

 
146 DJ Jam-Is On, “Recline and Rewind,” WRMX Radio, Tucson, AZ, January 18, 2018. 

 
147 DJ Remix, Untitled WRMX Radio Broadcast, WRMX Radio, Tucson, AZ, February 19, 2018.  
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otherwise.”148  The artists that are played and interviewed are local underground artists 

and WRMX serves the underground scene (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Signed WRMX Vinyl 

 

 Internet radio stations are important for localized communities to transmit their 

work.  “[They are] local, freely distributed, and a means to reach community members in 

a way that is culturally relevant and that circumvents existing media structures that are 

designed to prevent such media work and reach.”149 WRMX and other local radio stations 

                                                 
148 Jones, “Hip-Hop Quebec: Self and Synthesis,” 197. 

 
149 Ball, I Mix What I Like!, 140.  
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focus on local artists and share news specifically relevant to Tucson and its artists.  Since 

most radio stations that are FCC regulated are involved in some form of payola culture, 

the media that gets played are representative of the “five men that run it.”150  Local radio 

that does not involve a form of payola remains unfiltered.  At any given time, the top 20 

songs in the country are represented by Sony, Universal, Warner, and EMI, the four 

major music industry labels.151  WRMX and other Internet radio stations that 

circumnavigate payola give airplay to unsigned artists and are able to serve local artists. 

 Other intangible arenas exist in Tucson as well but are not nearly as consistent as 

WRMX or PEGS.  There is another community radio station in Tucson that offers local 

hip-hop broadcasts but only on Wednesday mornings from 12:00am-2:00am as compared 

to all day play at WRMX.  Television shows also sometimes offer reviews, promotions, 

and news stories on special events, like the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival.  Recently, Slobby 

Robbie has created a show called “Slobby’s World” that can be streamed on 

www.go90.com, which is about his store Generation Cool and his collection of ‘80s and 

‘90s pop culture.  There is the occasional element of hip-hop within the show, such as 

fashion, but it is not consistently addressed as compared to WRMX or PEGS. 

 When intangible places are consistent with their support of local Tucson hip-hop, 

it serves at least four of the five functions of hip-hop music.  When I asked the deejays 

about the variance between performing on a radio broadcast as compared to a live dance 

setting, most explained that the energy level is different.  There is a separate approach to 

                                                 
150 Jared Ball, “Anti-colonial Media:  The Continuing Impact of Robert L. Allen’s ‘Black 

Awakening in Capitalist America,’”  The Black Scholar 40, no. 2 (Summer 2010): 16. 

 
151 Jared Ball, I Mix What I Like!, 71. 

 

http://www.go90.com/
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how the audience members are listening to the music.  DJ Remix, DJ Jam-Is-On, and DJ 

Touch believe that most of the listeners are driving, so the function of dance is hindered 

when listening to a broadcast or livestreaming it via phone or laptop.  It serves its purpose 

by educating its listeners about local artists, entertaining its audience with deejay sets, 

providing a mechanism for the deejays to express themselves, and to serve as a vehicle 

for art music, but it does not necessarily fulfill the dance function. 

 

Transient Arenas 

 Transient Arenas are the largest category for hip-hop in Tucson.  They offer “a 

temporary location for the convergence of [a] community” with no permanent indicators 

of hip-hop.152  Within Tucson, transient arenas include club events, university events, and 

festivals.  It is within Tucson’s transient arenas where the largest diversity among deejay 

performances occur. 

 Hip-hop deejays perform in a variety of ways and play a variety of songs 

throughout transient arenas.  Some cater to their audience, like JR Harrison when he 

performs at Club Congress.  Others play for themselves and know that the crowd will 

feed off their energy, like Capt. Antenna and DJ Phen.  Depending on the venue and 

depending on the location, deejays vary their performances greatly.  The audience within 

these locations determines what music will be played, yet the approach to mixing and 

blending the music will still be hip-hop influenced.  The relationship with the audience 

relates back to the original parties that housed the creation of hip-hop.153  Justin A. 

                                                 
152 Chacko, “Ethiopian Ethos and the Making of Ethnic Places in the Washington Metropolitan 

Area,” 35. 

 
153 Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, 67-85. 
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Williams claims that “historical authenticity in hip-hop is seen by many as a live 

phenomenon about having fun and rocking the party.”154  The party element is what 

examines the overall exuberance of the party-goers no matter if they identify with hip-

hop or not. 

 Club scenes and other general public performances, such as Touch’s pre-game 

shows at Frog n’ Firkin or DJ Phox’s performances at Sky Bar, are venues that require 

deejays to play to the audience.  The energy generated by song choice, by a deejay 

hyping a crowd, or by an external force, such as the specific event, is what guides a 

deejay both in song choice and how to mix.  Some of Touch’s favorite gigs to play are at 

Frog n’ Firkin because he “wants to make [his] crowd happy, but at the same time, [he] 

wants to teach.”155  Those shows are typically for pre-games of sporting events, such as 

the University of Arizona’s football and basketball games, and the NFL super bowls.  

Since the audience is diverse in terms of age, it allows Touch to play musical genres and 

styles from multiple eras.  His goal during these shows is to educate younger generations 

about older music they may not been exposed to as well as introducing older generations 

to new music, thereby expanding everyone’s musical tastes.  JR Harrison refers to 

himself as a “professional stereotyper” when he deejays for Club Congress.  His approach 

is another example of the audience interaction within these settings.  He states: 

Homie, I am a nightclub deejay.  Nothing influences me more than what the 

audience is doing.  Specifically, if someone comes out and I am going to 

stereotype them.  They are Hispanic with a Dos Equis, and they are dancing in a 

two-step manner, what music would I probably play you know?  Or they come 

                                                 
 
154 Justin A. Williams, Rhymin’ and Stealin’: Musical Borrowing in Hip-Hop, (Ann Arbor, MI: 

The University of Michigan Press, 2014), 29.  
 
155 DJ Touch, interview by author, Tucson, March 16, 2018. 
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from a wedding, they Caucasian, they just asked for Brittany Spears and what else 

would I play out to that.  You think I am going to play Gucci Gang? Absolutely 

not.  If someone comes out and they 50 years old, you think I am going to play 

nigga nigga nigga nigga?  Absolutely not.  There is nothing more influencing me 

than what someone coming out on the dance floor.  The way the dress, what they 

drinking, how drunk they are, their ethnicity.  My job is to stereotype people and 

throw darts until something sticks then overlook them.156 

 

These locations and club venues highlight that deejays focus on the audience and vary 

their song choice and technique to connect with their crowd.  “Venues [are] a melting pot 

of identities, musics and tastes.”157  While the audience may or may not be listening to 

hip-hop, deejaying, as the cornerstone of hip-hop, is still central to all of these events. 

 The nightclub events that deejays play hip-hop music for, or the ones in which 

they employ hip-hop deejaying techniques, are both representative of how hip-hop has 

taken over popular music and pop culture.  James McBride says, “Hip-hop culture is not 

mine, yet I own it.  Much of it I hate, yet I love it, the good of it.”158  This realization 

exemplifies that the general public does not need to claim hip-hop to benefit from it.  

Touch’s mixing and looping of “Moves Like Jagger” by Maroon 5 and employing a hip-

hop styled drop to transition into “Start Me Up” by the Rolling Stones demonstrates that 

those who enjoy that type of mix, are ultimately enjoying an aspect of hip-hop even if 

they don’t actively claim it.  While some people in the greater Tucson area don’t claim 

hip-hop or acknowledge hip-hop, they obliviously love it for its artistic nature. 

 Other event series are more catered to hip-hop throughout Tucson.  The Illout and 

Pushing Buttons, that primarily take place at the Flycatcher, cater to hip-hop community 

                                                 
156 JR Harrison, interview by author, Tucson, March 6, 2018. 
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members.  The Illout, started by Tim Madril and DJ Alias, were conceived to bridge the 

gap between the club and the cipher.  It offered deejays a chance to play music that they 

didn’t play very often.  Tim Madril claims that “It’s for dancers who don’t want to go to 

the club and hear Top 40.”159  Pushing Buttons is a monthly producer event hosted by 

Roch Mirabeau and organized by DJ Phen.  Multiple artists throughout the night create 

live beats using the technology that they are comfortable with.  After every performance, 

Mirabeau asks, “What are you pushing and where can we find you?” which examines the 

dual purpose for this show.  This is a show specifically for producers to publicly perform, 

but the purpose of this show is also to create potential collaborations among the artists on 

stage and the crowd by either purchasing a beat, or creating something together.  The 

physical venues of these events do not showcase any permanent indicators of hip-hop, yet 

they still exemplify transient arenas that serve all five function of hip-hop music and the 

maintenance and proliferation of its culture. 

 

The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival 

 The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival is a result of the hip-hop community’s growth and 

presence in Tucson but as a high-profile event has also fed back into the explosion of 

community development and unity.  It is the largest ethnic arena for hip-hop in Tucson.  

Co-Directors Jocelyn Valencia and Pike Romero wanted to create a festival, like the 

South-By-Southwest music festival, that combined panel talks and education with 

rapping, deejaying, and networking.  Pike says that he “wanted to bring that to Tucson on 
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a local level because a lot of people that don’t have the opportunity of leaving Tucson, 

whether they don’t know about it or can’t afford it…I figured I have the resources to do 

something like that and I wanted something that represented the whole culture.”160  The 

Tucson Hip-Hop Festival is an extension of the early 90s park jams that attempts to give 

equal weight to all of the hip-hop elements.  The first festival, The Hip-Hop Summit, was 

an attempt to see if Tucson was receptive.  After that initial success, it grew into one of 

the most representative events of Tucson Hip-Hop. 

 

The Hip-Hop Festival Story 

  The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival was created and guided by the principle of having 

practitioners of all hip-hop elements in the hip-hop community showcase their talents as 

well as provide networking opportunities to generate relationships with the greater 

Tucson community.  Over the course of three years, it has expanded in both communal 

involvement and number of attendees.  The first event, The Hip-Hop Summit was held 

over the course of two days at a DIY venue called the Scratch Shack and attracted over 

600 hip-hop fans.  The annual event, now titled “The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival,” 

relocated to 191 Toole, which was able to house more events simultaneously and 

garnered over 2000 attendees.  Because of its focus on being a community event, the hip-

hop festival has brought more people together, on a larger scale, than any other local 

Tucson hip-hop event previous. 

 The initial announcement of the first Tucson Hip-Hop Festival instigated a battle 

over the naming rights to the festival.  A fight over the Trade Name, “Tucson Hip-Hop 
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Festival” from a Phoenix, Arizona based company eventually forced Pike and Valencia to 

withdraw their rightful claim to that name.  Allegations of pre-dating the first time the 

term was used, ultimately gave the opponents the right to the “Tucson Hip-Hop Festival” 

name.  Pike and Valencia realized that the event was more important than the name.  The 

first festival was titled “The Hip-Hop Summit: The Original Tucson Festival” as a result.  

Pike claims that the subtitle, which was “kind of a bite and push at them” led to 

slandering from the other company.161  Even given these complications, the Hip-Hop 

Summit was so successful that the other company gave Pike the “Tucson Hip-Hop 

Festival” trademark to use for future events. 

 The main concept and formats of the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival have been based 

around education, showcase, and networking from local people which serves the “inform 

and teach” function of hip-hop music.  “Festivals are crystalizing moments for local 

music scenes.”162  Once the Hip-Hop Summit was deemed successful, it became an event 

that helped solidify and unify the hip-hop scene in Tucson.  The Hip-Hop Summit 

occurred in a singular space, in which performances would happen on one side of the 

room for a few hours, then they would pull out chairs and have a panel on the other side 

of the room for about an hour (see Figure 7).  Vendors and graffiti artists were outside of 

the venue.  While this was tedious in design, it generated enough interest to repeat the 

event in future years and inspired thoughtful modifications to its form and layout each 

year.  The panel members were members of the community talking about specific hip-

hop elements, including the University of Arizona’s Dr. Alex Nava.  Dr. Nava’s 
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involvement demonstrates how representatives from the university are connecting with 

the community through hip-hop.  The vendors were local Tucson businesses.  The artists 

were primarily Tucson artists from all elements.  All avenues of hip-hop growth that were 

established in Tucson, from the four primary elements, the businesses inclusion of hip-

hop, and the university involvement with the community, are represented through the hip-

hop festival. 

 

Figure 7: Tucson Hip-Hop Summit Flyer 

 

With each iteration, the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival has gotten larger.  The 2018 

Tucson Hip-Hop Festival had over 2000 people in attendance and shut down a portion of 

Toole Avenue to accommodate the event.  Eight separate stages ran simultaneously 

throughout the festival with graffiti stations and vendors scattered throughout.  They 

consisted of: The Main Stage (typically rappers and rap groups), the Outdoor Rap Stage 
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(up-and-coming rappers), the Producers Stage (live beat making), StudioOne Stage (more 

graphic lyrical content, housed inside), the DJ stage, Films @ Docks Stage, Panels, and 

the Dance stage.  Each stage offered a platform to every type of hip-hop practitioner to 

promote their art and participate in hip-hop culture.   

 

The Purpose of the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival 

 The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival is promoted as a community event.  Vendors and 

venues have connected with artists for performances.  Hip-Hop artists meet with each 

other to collaborate and support their craft.  Vendors created Tucson hip-hop 

merchandise specifically for the event to sell for profit and promote their brand.  Graffiti 

artists have a way to showcase their skills and sell their work.  Most of the equipment that 

was used for the festival (speakers, turntables, etc.) were borrowed from members of the 

local hip-hop community.  These sources for equipment help make the Tucson Hip-Hop 

Festival possible as compared to the Rap Cubano festivals that cited the lack of 

technology as their principal obstacle.163  Networking opportunities are just one important 

outcome of the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival, which establishes itself as a place to make 

connections. 

 The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival also establishes that it wants to represent all of 

Tucson hip-hop, not just the most popular artists.  Anyone who wants to participate has 

the same opportunity to submit an application.  The artists were chosen based on equal 

representation and not necessarily based on merit.  The festival showcased those that 
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were young and not yet refined, who had a good year, and people that were different, 

highlighting the goal to show Tucson’s diversity.  This approach to inclusion of all 

participants is vastly different than the rap competitions and music festivals in other 

places, nationally as well as internationally.  In Blantyre, Malawi, the rap competitions 

required all rappers to sing about the issues that concerned the festival’s sponsors, issues 

such as HIV/AIDS.164  In St. Louis, MO, the 105.7 The Point radio station hosts an 

annual festival called Pointfest where they have performances from both local and 

national acts.  The local acts had to compete with each other for months leading to the 

event and were judged on crowd participation and ticket sales.  Pointfest gives more 

attention to the national acts than the local ones.  In regard to the local acts, it places more 

importance on popularity over skill and representation.  Even during the Vans Warped 

Tour, each location offered local stages but the local acts had to compete with each other 

using social media to have fans vote for them every day to ensure a time slot for the 

event.  This year, the committee that decided on participants for the Tucson Hip-Hop 

Festival even offered up an immediate spot to female artists, just trying to promote 

inclusivity within Tucson Hip-Hop.  The balanced and representative approach to 

deciding the performers for the festival is an approach that maintains a communal 

representation as compared to others that promote a popularity contest.   

 Nationally recognized artists are not excluded and either participate in a non-

performance capacity or headline certain stages throughout the festival.  The ambassadors 

that organize the Tucson Hip-Hop festival try to bring in at least one representative or 
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legend in each element, such as Poppin’ John for the breakdancers and Bun B, for the 

rappers to share their knowledge on hip-hop culture.  When I asked Pike why would the 

organizers of the event have a non-Tucson artist headline the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival, 

his response was that the whole event is for the community.  The inclusion of the national 

artists is twofold.  First, the national artists are well-respected figures in hip-hop that 

people in Tucson would not usually be able to see and bringing them to Tucson caters to 

the local hip-hop community.  The other is that these well-respected figures in hip-hop 

exemplify that a career in hip-hop is attainable.  These national artists are idols to the 

local artists.  The purpose of the festival is communal inclusion, participation, and 

motivation, and including high-profile acts does not undermine these goals in any way. 

 

Deejay Representation 

 While the festival was billed and succeeded in representing all elements, it 

highlighted the importance of deejays throughout the event.  Each stage had a deejay 

either as a featured artist, as a member of a group, or as a support.  Deejays are the 

connections between the music and the crowd.  “Deejaying and hip-hop [are] network[s] 

both concrete and abstract: Ideas and actions.  [They serve as the] transmission of history, 

culture and tradition and a medium for building connections between people and 

places.”165  By deejaying on all stages, they reiterate the importance of the deejay in hip-

hop traditions, connecting the deejay to the MC, to the breakdancers, and to the crowd.  

The concrete idea is the physical representation of the deejay on each stage, the abstract 

is built into the idea that a deejay is necessary for authentic hip-hop practice.  This is 
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returning to the roots of hip-hop culture examining the importance of a deejay in the 

elements.  Every stage relied on a deejay at some point. 

While the other stages utilized a deejay, the DJ Stage is one of the few places in 

Tucson in which a local deejay is the main attraction.  Because of this freedom, deejays 

were able to create and prepare a 30-minute set, playing to an audience rather that 

providing services for an audience (see Figure 8 for DJ Touch’s setlist).  They were still 

able to perform with their individual style, such as Jahmar Intl. employing a lot of slam-

mixing and DJ Jam-Is-On performing some turntablism on predominately ‘90s hip-hop 

music, but it allowed for artistic talent that is uncommon in other events, such as Becca 

Dillon, aka DJ B-Rad, playing a set of music of exclusively female artists completely on 

vinyl. 

 

Figure 8: DJ Touch's Set for the DJ Stage for the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival 2018 
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 The DJ Stage also offered a scratch battle, hosted by DJ Alias, to allow deejays to 

compete and showcase their mastery of turntablism.  These battles are uncommon for 

general performance spaces.  Deejays competed to determine who has the best skillset for 

scratching and showmanship.  This event attracted the greatest amount of audience 

members, as the eventual winner, Touch, battled six other deejays.  Each round consisted 

of a head-to-head battle between two deejays with each one performing an 8-bar scratch 

twice.  After the two rotations, 16-bars total, three judges chose who they believed won in 

terms of dexterity and rhythmic complexity.  Since the judges faced away from the 

performers, they did not see any aspect of showmanship.  Each deejay brought their own 

personal style to each round while using battle records, which are “compilation discs 

created expressly for the need of battle deejays.”166  Showmanship was only for the 

audience members, not for the judges.   

Among all the performers, two in particular approached showmanship in two 

completely different ways.  DJ Touch’s approach to showmanship was subtle, yet further 

highlighted his technical capabilities by switching his scratching hand between 

competition rounds.  This ambidextrous approach to his battles was his way of showing 

that there was no weakness in his technical ability.  DJ Grapla’s approached the 

showmanship aspect in a different way.  He incorporated multiple body tricks in his 

rounds which included juggling with hands crossing to the opposite turntable, one hand 

behind the back, reaching for the turntable on the opposite side, and moving his beanie, a 

style of hat, over his eyes and scratching blindfolded.  Even though DJ Grapla’s body 

tricks were more visual than DJ Touch’s ambidextrous approach, it also was a high-risk, 
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low reward situation for this particular contest.  During one of his battle rounds, DJ 

Grapla attempted to do a body trick where his hand reached between his legs to scratch 

on a turntable.  His approach to the trick exuded confidence showing that he has 

performed the trick multiple times prior to the competition, but when he attempted it this 

time, the table was taller than expected and he lost the beat, ultimately costing him the 

round.  This stunt would have been received well by the audience, but from the point of 

view of the judges, it did not matter because they are judging based on what they hear, 

not what they see.  DJ Grapla’s approach placed importance on the audience.  DJ Touch’s 

approach challenged other competitors to prove that he had the best technical skill.  

While other performances and sets highlighted a deejay’s skill, this scratch battle 

personified the turntablist aspects that often go unnoticed.  

 

Representative of All Categories of Musical Places 

 The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival is the largest transient arena within Tucson hip-hop.  

It still is representative of the other three categories as well.  The largest and main 

sponsor of the event was the University of Arizona’s College of Humanities and Africana 

Studies Program, representing an institutional place.  Other venders included 

representatives of the Open Space Church, selling their graffiti art and promoting their 

own institution.  The community radio station also had a vendor tent promoting their 

outreach to Tucson.  Representatives of WRMX were there as audience members as well 

as to live stream events and share their reactions to performances.  Sociocommerscapes 

were represented as both audience members and venders were in attendance to promote 

their business and network to have artists play in their venues and purchase their 
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merchandise.  While the Tucson Hip-Hop community existed before the festival, the 

community has become exponentially unified as a result of its multi-fold success. 

 The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival also exemplifies all five functions of hip-hop music 

that Amir Said highlights.  The first function, to make people move, was most obvious 

with the b-boy stage in which dance crews battled each other.  The second function, to 

entertain, was represented of the whole festival by offering multiple simultaneous events 

for event-goers to stay engaged with something enjoyable.  The panel talks from experts 

in the field served the third function, to inform and teach.  All the music involved is art 

music, made by hip-hop artists, which is the fourth function.  The fifth function, to 

provide a coping mechanism for some of the trials of daily life, was the most multi-

pronged function of hip-hop music at the festival.  To some audience members, this was a 

temporary escape.  For example, one audience member who told me that she just moved 

to Tucson and was tired of being home alone and used the festival as a way to meet 

people.  Some artists used the festival to showcase new material about hardships in their 

lives, such as the death of a family member.  For some of the graffiti artists from the 

Open Space Church the festival was a way for them to showcase their work, such as the 

collective work that the members made for suicide awareness.   

As Jooyoung Lee states, “At the end of the day, hip hop is a fun and deeply 

rewarding creative outlet.”167  The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival is a unifying event of all the 

local hip-hop artists, no matter their element.  It is a transient arena that is created by 

partnerships with other events, institutions, intangible places, and sociocommerscapes 

that all unite to support each other and ultimately supports Tucson hip-hop. 
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Chapter 4: The Fragmenting 

 While the members of the Tucson Hip-Hop community brand themselves as 

inclusive to all forms of hip-hop, there are still issues that bring forth division.  The first 

three chapters of my study examine growth and the unification of the Tucson hip-hop 

community in terms of membership, technological advancements and commodification, 

and places for congregation and performance.  In fact representatives of the Tucson hip-

hop community promote an overall concept of unity, yet there are still divisions within 

the community that reflect diversity in terms of influence, origin, and style.  Other 

divisions are directly related to technology lowering locally established standards for 

deejay “performance.”  For example, Serato and the “auto-sync” feature created divisions 

that revolve around expertise and skill.  These divisions in the Tucson hip-hop scene that 

create consequences also demonstrate what defines Tucson hip-hop and/or affects the 

ability of one to practice hip-hop within Tucson.  This chapter will focus on the 

fragmentation that has occurred within the Tucson hip-hop community in terms of sound 

and style, the use or restricted use of the “N-word,” and the overall job market for 

deejays. 

 

Diversity in Sound 

 When asked to describe Tucson hip-hop sound, most local deejays cannot 

pinpoint a distinct feature.  Phen claims that it used to have a Boom-Bap168 sound to it 

when he first arrived in Tucson.  Pike claims that Tucson hip-hop is influenced by older 

Chicano and 1950s Lowrider music.  Herm says that it has a southwestern flare, as it 
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should since it is in the southwest.  Phatsoul believes that it is the perfect blend between 

East Coast lyricism and West Coast beats.  While they all know their history and different 

subgenres of American hip-hop along with other genres of music, there seems to be little 

consensus as to what truly defines the Tucson hip-hop sound.  As it turns out, the lack of 

a consensus as to what constitutes the Tucson sound is one of the distinguishing features 

of Tucson hip-hop.  The source of this fragmentation lies with the transplanted artists that 

participate in Tucson hip-hop and the styles they bring to the scene as well as the mass 

splintering of hip-hop into subgenres.  Sheila Whiteley states that, “Music bonds 

displaced people,” which is true for the transplanted people in Tucson who found a group 

of like-minded individuals through hip-hop performance.169  While there is a unifying 

aspect of hip-hop with its inclusionary roots, the combination of people bringing their 

original home’s hip-hop to Tucson and the rise in sub-genres, like Trap, Mumble Rap, 

Horrorcore, and others have fragmented the sound of hip-hop in Tucson as much as they 

have the sound of hip-hop on the international level. 

 A diversity of sound, style, and influence is sought after in Tucson hip-hop.  For 

this reason, the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival incorporated a swathe of artists that represented 

as many aspects of Tucson hip-hop as possible and showcased the community’s diversity 

on seven different stages.  Notably, the only explicit reference to Tucson occurred when 

the rapper Cipherphace performed his song, “Straight Outta Tucson” calling back to the 

(in)famous Straight Outta Compton album by N.W.A that established the importance of 

place to hip-hop.170   It seems that the Tucson hip-hop community does not think of itself 
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so much as a Tucson-grown community, but rather as a hip-hop community existing in 

Tucson that embraces all the diversity of style and richness of culture that the greater 

international hip-hop community has to offer.  This highlights Amir Said’s claim that 

“hip hop/rap is actually the most inclusive music tradition in the history of American 

popular music.”171  Each artist brings his or her own stylistic performance practices to 

stage, as MCs, hip-hop groups and deejays.  Cipherphace, supported by DJ Grappla, 

utilized a lot of call and response with the audience and spent most of his time in the 

crowd, closing the gap between the audience and the performer.  Lando Chill has been 

described as avant-garde for his approach to hip-hop performance.  He raps, screams, and 

sings while his live band emulates the simple, cyclical nature of looping from R&B and 

reggae tracks.  There was very few call and response sections to his performance but 

between each song, Lando Chill spoke to the audience explaining the importance of 

upcoming song creating an intimate environment where it felt like he was speaking to 

each member of the audience individually.  The Jivin’ Scientists were a hybrid of live 

band, deejay, and producer whose music supports a rap vocal.   Their approach to crowd 

interaction at the festival was to allow their music to breathe, meaning let the music speak 

for itself and offer enough time in between songs for the audience to think about each 

song’s message.  They did not participate in call and response, nor did they spend time 

talking between songs, and mostly used simple shout outs supporting the venue or other 

performers as introductions to the next song.  Their use of the technologically savvy 

deejay and producer and the virtuosic instrumentalists were highlighted in sections, while 

the collective musical collage supported their MC.  Typically, hip-hop music is regarded 
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as music which focuses on rap and deejays but hip-hop music is broader and affiliation is 

defined by the artists who claim association with hip-hop culture. Thus, the approach of 

such artists to their art may be varied, but it is always concentrated in what they identify 

as hip-hop.  The fact that Tucson hip-hop can accommodate so many different ideations 

of Hip-Hop speaks volumes about it’s communities focus on inclusion and diversity.  

 

The “N-Word” 

 While Tucson hip-hop markets itself as inclusive by nature and the Tucson Hip-

Hop Festival attempts to achieve a diverse line-up of performers, there is still the fact that 

the community at large discourages and often ostracizes white rappers who use the “n-

word” in their act.  Advertised weeks beforehand via Facebook, the people organizing the 

Tucson Hip-Hop Festival made it public that white rappers would not be allowed to use 

the “n-word” or any variation of it and if they did so, their sound would be cut 

immediately, and their performance would be terminated.  While this exclusionary tactic 

does not exemplify the inclusionary nature that embodies Tucson’s hip-hop, the meaning 

behind the motion emphasizes the welfare of the community. 

 The “n-word” is a complex slur that takes new meaning depending on how it is 

used and who uses it.  Four very general stances surround the use of the word; let all use 

it, let only African Americans use it, let all non-white people use it, or let no one use it.  

While there is heated debate on which stance is correct, one thing that is commonly 

agreed upon is that it is “acceptable for black people to use it in the public arena, [but] it 

is still unacceptable for a white person to use the term.”172  This is due to the complex 
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racist history surrounding white use of the word for systematic oppression and racial 

superiority.  Since the rise of gangsta rap in mainstream media, artists and groups, such as 

N.W.A. (Niggas With Attitude), Tupac, and Snoop Dogg, frequently used the “n-word” 

in their lyrics as a way to “accurately reflect what was said in urban areas.”173 Outside of 

hip-hop, black comedians, such as Chris Rock, Eddie Murphy, and Richard Pryor, have 

all used the “n-word” during their routines.  While black artists use the “n-word” there 

are some that also believe that it should not be used at all.  Chuck D from Public Enemy 

urges all rappers to stop using the term altogether.174  Daniel White Hodge believes that 

“some whites believe that they can use these words because they have heard them used 

by comedians or read them in books…[they] fail to understand the history of the words or 

the complexity of their linguistic context.”175  The “n-word” is a staple in some sub-

genres of hip-hop, but its use is still publicly prohibited, or at least surrounded in 

controversial backlash from listeners. 

 Within the four different stances regarding permissions and restrictions of the “N-

word,” the organizing team of the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival felt limiting its ban to only 

white rappers would be the most beneficial compromise.  Since the word’s use is a staple 

in various subgenres of hip-hop, most notably in gangsta rap, banning its use altogether 

could change the intensity of a show or even impede a rapper’s flow.  Though the use of 

the “N-word” is commonplace in hip-hop, it is not commonplace or condoned among 
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white artists.  Even Eminem, possibly the most well-known white rapper, has stated in an 

interview that he would never use that word in any of his raps as a show of respect to the 

hip-hop culture and its black roots.176  Leaving whites aside, allowing or disallowing non-

blacks and/or non-whites to use the “n-word” further complicates the socio-political 

ramifications of its use or restriction.  When Puerto Rican artist Jennifer Lopez used it in 

her song “I’m Real” in 2001, there was a backlash from the African American 

community until rapper Ja Rule came to her defense.177  Since the Jennifer Lopez 

controversy, plenty of other non-black artists (i.e. Puerto Rican or Latinx) have used the 

word in their rhymes.  At the time of this study, Latina artist Cardi B has released 

numerous songs and albums that have landed, and even topped, popular music charts 

such as Billboard and Hot 100, and she uses the “n-word” in her lyrics.  Cardi B has her 

own share of controversy but her mainstream appeal and her use of the “n-word” may 

have desensitized hip-hop enthusiasts to non-black artists, provided they are not white, 

using the “n-word.”  The fact that 47.6 percent of the population in Tucson is black, 

Latin, or Hispanic178 coupled with the reality that mainstream rappers of similar 

background have been sanctioned in their use of the “n-word” contributing factors in the 

Tucson Hip-Hop Festivals organizer’s decision to allow all artists besides white rappers 

to use the “n-word” during the duration of the festival. 
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 The pre-emptive strike to exclude the use of the “n-word” as issued from white 

artists serves a dual purpose.  First, make sure that every participant, artist and audience 

member is comfortable at the event and, second, to set forth a precedent by rejecting the 

color-blind ideology creating a stance of racial hyperawareness.  After hearing about 

white artists saying the “n-word” at the Arizona Hip-Hop Festival in Phoenix and the 

resulting backlash, the committee for the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival tried to prevent the 

same negative consequences by communicating the “n-word’s” restricted status during 

the Tucson event.  By excluding white artists from saying it, they demonstrated an 

understanding for how charged the word is, due to its racist history, and they 

communicated that context matters (i.e. there is a difference when you say it and when 

we say it).  Rainer Polak’s states that “it is okay to be white and into hip hop as long as 

you don’t misrepresent who you are.”179  This statement resonates throughout the Tucson 

hip-hop community.  There are plenty of white people that participate in hip-hop within 

Tucson, such as DJ Love, just as long as they honestly represent themselves, the 

community will continue to accept them.  One reason white artists might use the “n-

word” stems from a color-blind ideology that “suggests not that whites want a black 

identity; rather they want the characteristics of blackness.”180  All of the members that 

organized the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival were in agreement that no white artists were 

allowed to use the “n-word,” and therefore demonstrate a stance against this type of 

cultural appropriation.  As Jooyoung Lee explains, “although non-black men might 
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regularly use this epithet (nigga) among black friends who know them, the same courtesy 

isn’t extended to non-black newcomers – their use of the term evokes much deeper 

feelings of racial animosity.”181  So even if white artists use the “n-word” within their 

personal circle, and even if this usage can become sanctioned, the festival as a host did 

not want to set a precedent for its widespread use by white performers.  While this could 

be considered an exclusionary tactic, it can in fact be viewed as a celebration of diversity 

and inclusion, via equal representation and cultural sensitivity, and certainly maintained 

the festival’s focus on the comfort and enjoyment of performers and audiences alike by 

rejecting the appropriations of this racially charged term. 

 It should also be noted that the need to maintain safety and comfort necessitated 

only that white rappers be excluded from using the “n-word.”  If a white deejay played 

and manipulated a track that used the “n-word,” Pike Romero and the other Tucson Hip-

Hop Festival committee members felt that it was alright because the response would not 

be nearly as negative as a white rapper vocalizing it.  This allowance is relatively 

common since club deejays that play hip-hop will have some songs that are littered with 

the “n-word” and when such songs are popular, such as Kendrick Lamar’s “M.A.A.D 

City,” clubs will allow it to be played by deejays, no matter their ethnic background, in 

order to keep customers dancing and drinking.  After speaking with Pike about this 

exclusionary tactic specifically targeted at white rappers, I asked about the permissions 

afforded to rappers of other ethnic backgrounds (Asian, Latino, etc.) and he responded 

that all minority ethnic groups were allowed to use it if their music included it.  He then 

elaborated that African American artists are not the only ones who claim that there is a 
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vastly different impact when a white person says that word, as opposed to a person of 

color. 

 Pike explained to me further, however, that they did not have any contingency 

plan if a white graffiti artist wanted to incorporate the “n-word” in their visual art.  When 

addressing graffiti artists about their creative freedom in the visual arts, Pike cited a 

certain level of trust between the hip-hop community members and what would be 

appropriate for the festival.  While there was no clear directives or communications 

regarding appropriate graffiti, there seems to have been an unspoken understanding 

focused on maintaining a family friendly environment.  When looking at all the graffiti 

throughout the day, there were amazing works showcasing artistic talents of spray paint 

manipulation and artistic interpretations of sky scenes, indigenous influences within 

street art, and tributes to influential hip-hop icons.  Pike later added that if there had been 

a case of inappropriateness with graffiti, it could have easily and quickly been covered up 

by painting over it. 

The Tucson Hip-Hop Festival is promoted as a family friendly environment.  The 

enjoyment and comfort of everyone involved including performers, audience members, 

and support staff are some of the primary missions of the festival.  While there are rules 

in place for exclusion, Pike acknowledges that trust is foundational in everything that 

happens.  Even though the rules are used to ensure comfort and accountability, such as 

the exclusion of the “n-word,” Pike realizes that as soon as you give an MC the 

microphone, give a deejay turntables, and/or give a graffiti artist paint, then those who 

make the rules in the first place give their control of media to the artists. The promoters 

trust that the artists will keep the festival an environment that promotes comfort and 
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inclusion of everyone involved, even with the small caveat that the use of the “n-word” is 

restricted to performers of color. 

 

The Job Market and the Flooding of Technology 

 The rise of software and transition from analog to digital media made deejaying 

more accessible.  L3XX claims that,  

Controllers and Serato are great stepping stones, but as soon as the equipment 

changed to that, and became more inclusive, that killed the deejay culture.  Get a 

guy with a laptop, an SB2 [controller], a façade, and he can rock a party.  Because 

he has everything needed except for experience, ability to move a crowd, and 

diversity in music.  Anyone can act like a deejay, so now the market is getting 

flooded.182 

 

Deejays want to get paid for the work they do but the inclusion of “microwave 

deejays”183 have driven the price down for gigs and other performances.  Some venues 

and bars in Tucson only hire college students from the University of Arizona because the 

college students will accept beer vouchers as payment.184  Capt. Antenna sees that when 

people use technology like this, technology becomes “a crutch, but in the long run, you 

will see what you are and what you are doing and you can’t fake the funk.”185 

 Market saturation of this sort has led to three avenues of response.  Deejays like 

Herm, are not that worried about it claiming that other deejays can’t do the same things 
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that Phatsoul, Touch, or he can do.  Jahmar Intl. says that technology is good but it is also 

bad, stating that:  

You have to have a love for [deejaying], it is not no damn hobby.  But now, it is 

so much easier, anybody can just jump into it.  Then you have an over-saturation 

in the market.  Every deejay is not a good deejay.  Now, how do I look at 

technology when I am going to a club and say I am worth a $1000 and I draw a 

$1000 crowd but then the owner of the club can give that dude $100.  Where you 

want to pay the same amount of money for someone that comes out with their two 

iPads with maybe $300 invested but I am bringing over $7000 worth of 

equipment.  To me, technology has messed up the deejay game. I feel the reason 

why a lot of deejays loves Serato, is that deejays that can’t mix or blend, can use a 

sync button.  It is makes it easier and cheat[s] for them.186 

 

Phatsoul acknowledges and welcomes what he calls, “Paris Hilton deejays.”  His claim is 

that plenty of deejays in Tucson look at all the time and money spent on equipment and 

practicing and equate that to their value.  “[The audience] only see what they hear.  The 

market doesn’t lie, and as soon as money changes hands, that’s the business part of it.  I 

respect the market for what it is doing…We think so much in dollars rather than 

value.”187  While he acknowledges that technological advances have led to an influx of 

“microwave deejays,” he also believes that the market has challenged him to become 

more innovative by doing video deejaying, something no one else does in Tucson.  The 

fastest growing part of the music products industry is the deejay market.188  The market 

for deejay gigs has become fragmented because technology has allowed people without 

actual deejay skills to use software to undercut other Tucson deejays that have spent 

years honing their craft.  This kind of competition can create hostile relationships 
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between venues and deejays, and between the deejays themselves especially where 

livelihoods and years of investment are concerned.   

This division of labor represents another way in which the hip-hop community in 

Tucson has been fragmented and it is also a reflection of national trends.  Venues and 

private events sometimes hire deejays for reasons other than skill, sometimes they hire 

people just to play music and they are not in the market for a spinner.  Other times 

celebrity deejays gain employment based on their persona rather than skill.  Paris Hilton 

claimed to be in the top five wealthiest deejays in 2013 and Pauly D, from Jersey Shore, 

was in the Forbes top fifteen wealthiest deejay list in 2013 and 2014.189  This shift from 

skill to cheap costs or persona supports L3XX’s stance that skill is being overlooked for 

who has the largest following on social media.  Phen stresses that promotion is basically 

an additional fulltime job necessary for a deejay to compete for gigs, unless of course 

they are already established within the city.  

 To review, three ways in which Tucson hip-hop has been fragmented are through 

the differing ideas of the Tucson sound, the restricted use of the “n-word,” and the way 

that the job market has fractured the Tucson hip-hop community and blurred the lines 

between amateur and professional.  The varying ideas regarding the sound of Tucson hip-

hop highlight the community’s diversity, the restricted use of the “n-word” highlights the 

community’s focus on safety, sensitivity, and comfort, and the job market and technology 

highlight the paradoxical issue of the wrong kind of inclusion, an inclusion antithetical to 

the community’s mission to grow and develop as artists.  Even though there are talks of 
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cliques within Tucson hip-hop, the overall missions of unity and inclusion do succeed to 

overshadow the fragmenting pressures being exerted upon the community. 
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Chapter 5: Tucson Hip-Hop: The Hot Girlfriend and the Glass Ceiling 

 Tucson hip-hop is not defined by its sound but by its use.  A hip-hop (sub)genre’s 

identity is tied to its geography and physical space.190  The diverse nature of hip-hop as a 

catch-all for multiple sub-genres coupled with transplanted artists who bring different 

regional hip-hop styles from various locales has created a kaleidoscope of culture within 

Tucson’s hip-hop community exemplifying Sigler and Balaji’s notion that “regional 

nuances are often ironed over as artists, influencing each other through professional 

collaboration and mass media, cross-pollinate regional elements.191  Because of outside 

influences, Tucson is similar to many other local hip-hop scenes, such as Quebec City, 

where there is no definitive sound, but “identifiable specificities do appear on 

occasion.”192  The most salient features of hip-hop in Tucson are its emphasis on 

community and an all-elements (deejaying, rap, graffiti, and dance) approach to the 

culture.  The University of Arizona has become another distinguishing feature of 

Tucson’s hip-hop scene when it began a hip-hop minor and has since consistently 

supported the local scene by sponsoring events, bringing international deejays for 

demonstrations, and supplying internships for its students within the hip-hop community.  

While other locations place a larger emphasis on the MC component of hip-hop culture, 

Tucson has become a hub for a tradition rooted in the original park jams of hip-hop in 

which all four elements are represented in a vibrant thriving culture.  
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Deejays have had a long tradition of being replaced by rappers or producers as the 

cornerstone of hip-hop on an international level but Tucson maintains the importance of 

deejays by using deejay sets to showcase and support the other elements of hip-hop 

culture.  Locally, in this manner, deejays have become the ambassadors of Tucson hip-

hop.  Deejays also provide a platform for community outreach, a connection to the 

University of Arizona, a showcase in the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival, and a subliminal 

embrace of hip-hop to audience members who may not realize that they are listening to 

hip-hop or hip-hop techniques.  As Mark Katz states, “The DJ’s prime directive: Rock the 

Party.  Given that their most obvious goal was to promote the pursuit of happiness we 

should be careful not to push the resistance/opposition model of hip-hop too far.”193  

There is evidence of hip-hop facing resistance in Tucson such as JR Harrison’s 

experience with clubs not wanting to play Trap, a sub-genre in hip-hop.  Most of the 

deejays acknowledge that the collective enjoyment of the participants (“feeling the 

crowd” or “feeding off their energy) is what guides the deejays’ use of song choice, 

turntablism and juggling.  The overall enjoyment of music, more specifically hip-hop, 

overrides the instances of hip-hop opposition within Tucson.  While most Tucson hip-hop 

deejays started their hip-hop journey in another element and/or relocated to Tucson, they 

have supported both the city of Tucson and the hip-hop scene in order so that they might 

unite the two together.  “Hip Hop has so many elements…its essential mutability makes 

it adaptable worldwide.”194  Just as “sampling indicates the importance of collective 
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identity,”195  Tucson represents a figurative sampling of many different parts of the world 

within its transplanted hip-hop community. 

Tucson Hip-Hop is one small section of the Hip-Hop Nation.  The formation of 

the Hip-Hop Nation is the formation of a kind of national identity which Balibar 

describes as one “in which we select aspects retrospectively, so as to see ourselves as the 

culmination of that process.”196  The formation of this national identity aligned itself with 

a youth movement founded on breakdance, deejaying, rapping/MCing, and graffiti and 

has since become the Hip-Hop Nation.  At its core, “[n]ation is the basic operator in a 

wide spread system of social classification.”197  People within Tucson who claim a hip-

hop identity see it as their “home” no matter their geographic location.  “While we 

typically think of artists as lone wolves…artists, musicians, and other creative types 

generally exist at the center of a web of people whose cooperation and varied expertise 

make art work possible.”198  This involvement in hip-hop is another example of Gabriella 

Djerrahian’s notions that “participation [in] a common movement (hip hop) generates a 

shared form of identification.199  While her work is on diversity in Montreal, it can be 

applied to Tucson due to the fact that both cities have been massively influenced by 

transplanted people, and it has been this influx of outsiders that ultimately created the 

degree of diversity for which both cities are now known.  One component of a national 
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identity is classified as an “identity of [the] collective whole in relation to others of like 

kind.”200  Tucson serves as a center in which people, no matter their original geographic 

location, can connect through hip-hop culture since they all belong to the Hip-Hop Nation 

by definition. 

While Tucson has been able to sustain its hip-hop culture, its ability to achieve 

success as compared to other hip-hop centers around the world has consistently been 

questioned by the Tucson hip-hop community.  The notion of a glass ceiling, or an 

invisible barrier preventing career advancement, within Tucson is determined based on 

the goals of an individual artist.  For deejays like Touch, Phatsoul, and DJ Jam-Is-On, 

deejaying is their skill but not their livelihood.  Their goals are based on their love for 

deejaying and to become the best deejay that they can be, not necessarily on becoming a 

national touring deejay.  Pike Romero believes that, for artists that want the national fame 

and attention, there is a glass ceiling in Tucson because Artists and Repertoire (A&R) 

who are responsible for talent scouts and artistic development on a national level are in 

larger areas like Los Angeles and New York, and not in a comparatively small city like 

Tucson.  So, artists like Lando Chill have to overcome Tucson’s glass ceiling by 

relocating to larger cultural centers.   

Jahmar Intl. believes that Tucson needs to fight the glass ceiling mentality and he 

believes the community can accomplish this by having everyone get behind one rapper to 

allow them to “get their foot in the door and open it for all of us.”201  This concept is 

rather insightful coming from Jahmar Intl. since he is a signed deejay whose work with 
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rapper/artist Safaree has earned him a platinum certification, yet, his perspective of a 

glass ceiling and how it might be shattered would be for Tucson to be recognized as a 

center for hip-hop and the only way to do this is to have a rapper from Tucson break into 

the national spotlight.  This confirms Jooyoung Lee’s notion that “when people talk about 

blowin’ up, they are referencing much more than imagined or specific career 

outcomes…rather than making a gradual ascent, they feel that their best shot at achieving 

upward mobility is a meteoric rise in the music industry.”202  This causes some distress in 

which “hip-hop heads claim that focusing too much attention on MCs at the exclusion of 

DJs, graffiti writers, and b-boy/b-girl dancers may eventually lead to a historical void in 

one art’s history over another.”203  At the same time, it acknowledges the power of a 

microphone.  Differentiating hip-hop styles is a combination of a unique sound and a 

geographic location, an MC outright acknowledging their location in lyrical content is the 

most obvious avenue to establishing location within hip-hop. 

Tucson is a center of localized hip-hop that places equal importance on all four 

main elements.  As Justin A. Williams states, “[An] important question to ask of a 

musical culture is whether or not it places more value on the individual or on the 

collective.”204  While there are some hip-hop artists that have garnered local fame, the 

true focus of Tucson practitioners, by and large, has remained on the collective hip-hop 

culture.  All the participants understand that no one person is more important that the hip-

hop scene in Tucson.  Many of the participants claim that the drama between individuals 
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should stay between individuals so as not to damage the overall sense of community.  No 

one has instigated fights at important events, such as the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival, 

because their respect for the local hip-hop culture supersedes their conflict with another 

person.  

It seems appropriate to end this study with a quote from Phatsoul, a participant of 

this study who has been involved with Tucson hip-hop the longest, in which he describes 

the good-natured tendencies of Tucson hip-hop.  How the lack of national attention while 

maintaining a focus on the quality of work that Tucson hip-hop artists produce creates a 

center of hip-hop that has remained pure and that people should take pride in.  Tucson 

has personified Amir Said’s notion that “because of the heavy cross-participation in each 

of the four elements, there was much creative, ideological and philosophical overlap.  

And the hip hop sensibility was the common thread that underscored and linked the four 

original elements.”205  Since hip-hop is the “collaborative art form that brings together 

youth from different neighborhoods and walks of life,”206 the participants within Tucson 

have created a musical culture that they take pride in, regardless of whether or not there is 

national attention. 
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Phatsoul:  I am glad that Tucson has not fallen into the trappings of the negative 

aspect associated with hip-hop such as violence at shows.  The Tucson scene 

should really be proud of that.  We may not be as cool as LA, or maybe we are 

cooler.  See that’s the thing with hip-hop, George Clinton mentioned it, he is 

looking back at the people not getting noticed. DJ AM in his documentary, he is 

playing in a mega place with celebrities but he wishes he was back at the 

unknown place for maybe fifty people.  I want Tucson to love a part of that and 

appreciate that.  There is something special about it.  There are rappers here that 

have been rapping locally that haven’t gotten much national buzz but they are 

happy to keep doing what they are doing.  It’s almost like they have a hot 

girlfriend but they don’t care if anybody know they have a hot girlfriend.  So even 

if the world don’t know, they know what they have is hot.  That is Tucson’s hip-

hop, they know that “our stuff is hot.”  We may not be able to fill up a big place 

but they missing out.  Tough on them.  We really enjoying this.  I think it’s 

beautiful.207 
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Appendix A: Interview Questions 

1. What is hip-hop and how has that impacted you, your family, and your 

community? 

2. How would you define Tucson hip-hop and why do you give it that definition? 

3. In what ways has hip-hop in Tucson changed over time in terms of use and 

sound? 

4. How do you think technology has influenced Tucson’s hip-hop and how will it 

continue to influence in the future? 

5. How has hip-hop contributed to both the hip-hop community in Tucson and the 

Tucson community at large? 

6. How does the audience influence performance-practice? 

7. How does the student economy influence the Tucson hip-hop community? 

8. Do you believe that Tucson hip-hop is inclusive or exclusive? Why? 

9. What are the stylistic differences between performing for the hip-hop community 

and performing for the Tucson community? 

10. How did you get introduced to the hip-hop community? 
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Appendix B: Background Information of Participants 

 

Dr. Alain-Philippe Durand: A French born professor who moved to Tucson in 2010.  

Prior to Tucson, Dr. Durand already published and edited a book and articles on 

hip-hop and, more specifically, French hip-hop.  As the Director of the Africana 

Studies program, he, along with other professors successfully created the first 

Hip-Hop Studies minor in the country in 2013.  He is the current dean of the 

College of Humanities at the University of Arizona. 

Capt. Antenna: A Tucson native who initially started to deejay on tape decks in middle 

school.  Later he became the most prominent deejay at his high school.  After he 

graduated, he deejayed around the world on cruise ships before returning to 

Arizona in which he transformed a bus into a mobile hip-hop studio.   

Chuckie Chingon: A Tucson native that was introduced to hip-hop through breakdance.  

Since his introduction to hip-hop, he has continued to promote and create events 

that cater to a family-friendly crowd trying to create environments that multiple 

generations can participate and enjoy.  

DJ Alias: Originally from Boulder, Colorado, DJ Alias came to Tucson as a child in 

1981.  He was always a fan of hip-hop and practiced deejaying primarily at home 

in the ‘80s and ‘90s.  He started to venture into the public performance space with 

his community work at Skrappy’s and RebelArte Collective but his first “public” 

performance is when he deejayed at the 2010 Tucson High Magnet School Unity 

Festival.  Since then, he has been involved with various community projects, the 

Tucson Hip-Hop Festival, and PEGS. 
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DJ Jahmar Intl.: A Jamaican-born deejay that transplanted to Tucson in 1989, Jahmar 

Intl. has taken the lessons, styles, and experiences that his father, Arizona’s first 

Reggae deejay, into his own mix.  He is involved with various community 

projects in Tucson such as “Deejays Against Hunger.”  His charity work has 

earned him a commendation and a letter of commendation by the city of Tucson.  

While he is a resident deejay at various locations around Tucson, Jahmar Inl. has 

transcended into a national touring deejay.  His work with Safaree, known for his 

appearance on VH1’s “Love and Hip-Hop,” has resulted in a platinum record. 

DJ Jam-Is-On: Originally from Chicago, DJ Jam-Is-On first came to Tucson through his 

military service.  He ultimately moved back here in 2005 and has not left the city.  

While he is one of the older hip-hop deejays in Tucson, his introduction to 

deejaying did not happen until around 2014.  With performances that include 

radio shows, live club scenes, and playing for Grandmaster Flash, DJ Jam-Is-On 

performs for the sake of performing and continues to learn from anyone willing to 

give him advice. 

DJ L3XX:  Even though L3XX was born in Phoenix, Arizona, he claims Japan as his 

childhood home since his family was stationed there throughout his younger 

years.  Purchasing his first set of turntables in 1993 while in Japan, L3XX 

continued to deejay no matter his geographical location.  Some deejays have 

described him as “The Bringer of Bangers,” to highlight his choice in music and 

preferred energy level when reading a crowd.  

DJ Love: As a member of the Beat Drop Kidz, DJ Love teaches breakdance to children of 

all ages within Tucson.  Focusing on hip-hop culture rather than choreography has 
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led to his eventual involvement with deejaying as well.  As he teaches, he also 

demonstrates his skill as a breakdancer, such as in the b-boy tournament in the 

Tucson Hip-Hop Festival.  He was also a contributing deejay on the outdoor MC 

stage at the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival and at Chuckie Chingon’s last b-boy event 

with Boogaloo Shrimp. 

DJ Phatsoul:  Originally from California, DJ Phatsoul moved to Tucson in 1981 and 

started deejaying in 1985.  His first performances were for his high school during 

lunch to provide morale.  As he transitioned to the greater Tucson area, he 

maintained positions at local Black Fraternity parties.  Always looking for a 

“looseness” in his music, Phatsoul maintains his funky roots yet always finds 

ways to utilize greater technology.  Currently, he is one of the few deejays that 

incorporates music videos into his performances throughout the Tucson area that 

some deejays have called “an updated Yo! MTV Raps.” 

DJ Phen:  Originally from Gallup, New Mexico, Phen moved to Tucson in 2003 with his 

childhood best friend, Runt.  Since then he has been a core member of the hip-hop 

group, the Jivin’ Scientists and oversees the Pushing Buttons producer series.  

While he practices both production and deejaying, Phen has taken advantage of 

technology, noting that the greater memory capabilities of laptops have allowed 

producers to make beats live with little down time. 

DJ Phox:  Originally from Fayetteville, North Carolina, DJ Phox started his deejaying 

journey while he was in the Air Force.  He recalls initially playing at clubs and 

events while stationed in Italy.  Through DJ Pain, he met Tucson deejays when he 
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relocated to Tucson in 2017.  Other deejays have commented on his extensive 

song choice, in particular his knowledge on Latin songs and beats. 

DJ REMIX:  A Puerto Rican born deejay, REMIX arrived in Tucson in 2015.  Shortly 

after his arrival, “The Freakin’ Puerto Rican” established the WRMX radio station 

in which hip-hop deejays along with other artists have their music played.  It is 

through his radio show that he learns who artists are via interviews placing focus 

on the people behind the music.   

DJ Touch:  Originally from Baltimore, DJ Touch highlights how hip-hop trickled down 

from New York rather quickly.  Once his family moved to California, he became 

more involved with the culture through breakdance.  When he was of age, he 

joined the Air Force.  While stationed in Germany, he bought his first set of 

Technics and started practicing and ultimately performing wherever he was 

stationed, such as South Korea.  While he performed sets in clubs, he also took 

part in scratch battles highlighting his turntablist aspects of performance.  When 

he arrived in Tucson in 2011, he quickly became one of the top names in Tucson 

for his mastery of mixing, turntablism, and overall deejaying ability.  A deejay 

who is proud of his hard work and his ability to “mix you to death,” DJ Touch is 

part teacher, offering wisdom to anyone who listens, and part performer, living up 

to his radio drop, “Everything he touches, turns to gold.” 

DJ Unknown: A Tucson native who fell in love with all aspects of hip-hop culture 

participating in all elements.  Through multiple strokes of luck, he was able to 

acquire all the necessary tools to become a hip-hop deejay, such as his record 

collection from his community service at Tucson Weekly magazine and his 
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turntables from his brother.  Until he sold his equipment in 2000, DJ Unknown 

was recognized as a highly competitive, highly competent deejay. 

Herm: A Tucson native that is not a hip-hop fan, but a hip-hop fanatic.  His early days in 

breakdancing, his attempts at graffiti, and his MCing abilities at the Velvet Tea 

Gardens are all examples of his participation in hip-hop culture.  His avenue of 

hip-hop preference is deejaying, in which he started with his mother’s records 

before starting a lifelong passion of crate-digging.  His love of music is almost as 

large as his love of people as he has demonstrated on multiple occasions such as 

when he prepared to travel to New Orleans to help victims of Hurricane Katrina.  

Even though he could not go since he was not Red Cross certified, he still raised 

money through CD sales of mixtapes he made specifically for the occasion.  The 

connections between deejays that Herm has fostered highlights his ideals of 

inclusion as long as people have the right intentions.   

Jocelyn Valencia: Originally from Nogales, Arizona, Jocelyn moved to Tucson to pursue 

higher education at the University of Arizona in 2011.  She was one of the first to 

graduate with a hip-hop minor, after which she moved to Los Angeles.  Upon her 

return to Tucson, she, with the help of Pike Romero, organized a charity event 

called, “The Elements.”  Shortly after, she became one of the leading figures in 

the creation and organization of the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival.  While she was 

introduced to the culture from an academic perspective, her community approach 

to hip-hop, specifically Tucson hip-hop, has contributed to communal growth 

within Tucson. 
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JR Harrison: Originally from Tombstone, Arizona, JR moved to Tucson in 2001 to 

pursue his degree in Africana Studies.  While in Tucson, he started apprenticing 

under DJ Master Monk to learn how to deejay.  His connections to Slobby 

Robbie, helped him generate an appreciation for all hip-hop elements.  As a 

resident deejay at Club Congress, JR represents both sides of hip-hop deejaying, 

the nightclub deejaying that makes sure people are entertained and the house party 

deejay where he can show off his skills.  His varied approach to his craft and his 

middle-of-the-road perspective of a deejay highlight how he believes that there is 

a time and a place for anything, you just have to know when that time is. 

Pike Romero: A Tucson native that has almost become synonymous with Tucson hip-

hop.  His introduction to breakdancing through his cousins at church led to his 

introduction to b-boy jams, such as the one that Chuckie Chingon organized in 

1999.  After he initiated his deejaying journey, he quickly began touring across 

the country.  When he returned to Tucson, he realized that Tucson hip-hop needed 

a behind-the-scenes person to organize and promote events throughout the city.  

Since then, he has introduced many people into the scene, connected many 

businesses and organizations to Tucson hip-hop, and has made sure to offer any 

assistance to anyone interested.  His love for hip-hop matches his love for Tucson. 
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Praise Zenenga:  The professor from Zimbabwe arrived in Tucson in 2005 when he 

accepted a position at the University of Arizona.  As a musician, he values the 

importance of performance.  At the university he teaches interdisciplinary classes 

including hip-hop classes such as the two breakdancing classes.  He currently is 

the Director of Africana Studies and has participated in multiple university 

affiliated hip-hop events such as the Tucson Hip-Hop Festival and the 

Grandmaster Flash lecture. 

Slobby Robbie: A graffiti artist, a business owner, a collector of nostalgia, Slobby Robbie 

embodies his own representation of hip-hop claiming that it is his whole life.  

While he is not from Tucson originally, he claims it as his own.  His introduction 

through graffiti and his frequent collaboration with JR Harrison both in 

performance and through Generation Cool exemplifies his notion that he lives 

hip-hop. 

Tim Haske Madril: A Tucson native that is proud of his Navajo heritage.  He believes 

that, as an at-risk youth, he was saved by hip-hop and by breakdancing in general.  

A frequent visitor to Skrappy’s, Tim was introduced to DJ Alias, who he sees as a 

mentor.  While he currently resides in Phoenix, he still participates in Tucson 

Illouts as a deejay and as a b-boy.  He identifies with hip-hop deeply seeing it as 

the vehicle that that provided laughs and friendships alongside blood, sweat, and 

tears. 
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Glossary 

 

Backspin (v): A technique employed by a deejay when one quickly spins a record in 

reverse using his hand. 

Banger (n): A term used to describe a particular song that the majority of a crowd will 

know upon hearing it.  Also known as a floor-filler. 

B-Boy/B-Girl (n): A term designated to hip-hop breakdancers. 

Beat-Matching (v): Beat-matching is when a deejay listens to a song and indicates a 

tempo, then manipulates the turntable using the pitch control to match the beat 

with another song.   

Biting (v): To plagiarize. Usually associated with taking another MC’s rhymes or another 

DJ’s mixes without permission. 

Blend (v): A compositional technique used by a deejay to take the instrumental of one 

track and the acapella of another and put them together to create a new song.  The 

basic version of a mash-up. 

(v): A mixing technique in which a deejay connects two songs together to the 

point where the audience cannot tell where one song starts and the other one ends.   

Boom-bap (n): A subgenre of hip-hop usually associated with a hard bass drum and a 

crisp snare sound. 

Cat (n): A term originally used in Bebop Jazz but has transferred to describe practitioners 

of hip-hop.   

Cipher (n): A term used to describe a circle of breakdancers or MCs in which one person 

gets in the middle and showcases their talents and the other members making the 

circle will provide critiques, criticism, and support. 
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Crate-Digging (v): The act of searching through rare music.  Originated from actively 

searching through record crates at stores.  Also known as Digging. 

Crab Scratch (v): A turntablism technique in which a deejay applies three or four fingers 

in sequence to the cross fader with one hand while moving a record with their 

other hand. 

Crew (n): A term applied to a group of people that participate in one or more of the hip-

hop elements.   

Cross-Fader (n): A control on a mixer that adjusts which channels are audible.   

Cut (adv): The abrupt or premature ending of a song in order to transition to another 

song.  

(n): A term used to describe how a deejay manipulates a section of a song or 

track. 

Dope (adj): Amazing or excellent. 

Dropping on the One (v): A technique employed by a deejay when one drops a beat of a 

bar from one song or track onto the first beat of a bar on another song or track.   

Digital Vinyl System (DVS): The combination of hardware and software that allow 

deejays to use digital music files with their analog vinyl controls. 

Electro Funk (n): A subgenre of hip-hop that is characterized by its heavy use of 

electronic drum machines, usually without vocals. 

Fader (n): A control on a mixer that adjusts the volume of a particular channel.  Also 

known as an Upfader. 
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Flipping (v): A technique used to take a sample of pre-existing music and to manipulate 

it.  At times, a listener will not be able to recognize the pre-existing sample that 

was flipped. 

G-Funk (n): A subgenre of hip-hop that came from the West Coast, characterized by a 

laid-back feeling that is reminiscent of 1970s funk music. 

Golden Era (n): The time era in hip-hop during the late 1980s and early 1990s in which 

the genre became mainstream.  Characterized by its influence, diversity, and 

overall quality.  

Heads (n): People who are adherents of hip-hop.   

Homie/Homeboy/Homegirl (n): Friend. 

Hype (v): To generate excitement. 

Juggle (v): A technique employed by a deejay in which they take two of the same record 

and reorganize the pre-existing source material to create a new composition.  Also 

known as Beat-juggling. 

Loop (n): A section of music of any length that is repeated.  

Loop Roll (n): An effect used by deejays that changes the length of a loop, more 

frequently making loops shorter and shorter. 

Mixer (n): The main component to a deejay’s set up that allows for turntablism 

techniques, beat-matching, and leveling of sounds. 

Mixing (v): The techniques employed by deejays to transition from one song to the next.  

It can also define how deejays layer songs together using EQs or other effects. 

Open Format (n): A term to describe the song choice that a deejay will play at a particular 

event, highlighting that all genres of music are allowed to be played. 
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P Funk (n): “Pure” funk.  A term used in close association to the group Parliament 

Funkadelic and characteristic sounds of that group and subsequent groups made 

from its members. 

Payola (n): Pay to Play.  A term used for when representatives of an artist pay to have 

songs played on the radio.   

Raw (adj): Pure. 

Scratching (v): A technique employed by a deejay in which they rhythmically move the 

record back and forth. 

Slam-Mixing (v): A mixing technique that is defined by little blending or mixing 

involved in a transition between songs.  A straight cut. 

Slipmat (n): A circular piece of fabric or other synthetic material placed between the 

platter of a turntable and a record.  The slipmat makes manipulation of vinyl 

much easier since it helps deejays move a record while the platter continues to 

rotate underneath. 

Straight Up (adj): Honest. 

Transformer Scratch (v): A turntablism technique employed by a deejay by rapidly 

moving or flicking the cross fader back and forth while concurrently scratching a 

record. 

Turntablism (n): Turntablism is the art of manipulating sounds and creating new music 

through the use of turntables, usually two, and cross faders. 

Wack (adj): A term used to describe displeasure in something.  
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